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On the Cover: 2013: The Year America Dies?
The 5th edition of Infowars Magazine features the article titled "2013: The Year America Dies?" With a strong emphasis on the question mark, we are explaining that it is up to you, it is up to all of us to take action and shake the sleeping giant that is our dying republic out of the mind control coma in which it is so deeply entrenched. In this issue, we list just some of the tyrannical things we will face in this new year. This is a pivotal year; this is the year globalists have decided to break this nation. The banksters have already conquered the nations of the world, and now they want to conquer the people. Awaken yourself! Fight for your right to freedom and to privacy.
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We would like to invite you to write a caption for the picture on the previous page. We will pick the best captions and publish them in the next issue. Please send your captions as well as any questions and comments to letters@infowars.com. Please include your name, location and contact information. Letters may be edited for purposes of clarity, grammar and space.

DEAR INFOWARS,

The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy gave us the “Answer to the Ultimate Question of Life, the Universe, and Everything” as 42. But what is the question that makes this answer intelligible?

Deep thought and the earth tell me that the question lies in distribution... The truth movement already has enough truth givers, analysts and media, but it critically lacks in getting the word out beyond itself. Even though many members of the public seem resistant, or even immune, to the truth, constant distribution of the truth will always wake up more and more people. Thus, by continually driving forward in the infowar, we can have the truth reverberate throughout society, exposing most everyone to the truth, creating a new social environment and, indeed, a new social norm. We hence must take advantage of our most powerful and protected weapon, the First Amendment, and use it in the most effective way to best save our society—and, in fact, save our souls.

However, we also need organizations to intelligently compile and package powerful truth information and to strategically develop a phalanx of issues, media and distribution methods for an open, volunteer army of truth distributors. While the organizations motivate and empower as many truthers as possible to wake up as many people as possible, the truther army is required to get the truth out to the public at large. This will wake up more and more people, creating an exponentially growing snowball of truth—and truthers. An unstoppable force!

I have been concerned about the erosion of Second Amendment rights for some time. With the tragic occurrence at Newtown, Connecticut, especially in light of this current president’s remarks both following the tragedy and previously, I am preparing for the worst.

The left-wing conventional media will have a feeding frenzy and attribute the sole cause to gun access and the right to own arms. Nowhere will there be talk of the moral bankruptcy inflicted upon the U.S. by the so called “progressive secularists,” who have done all they can to eliminate God from the statehouse, the courthouse, the schools, from all public institutions and have done all they can to take Christ out of Christmas. With no substitute ethos for that of Judeo-Christianity, these secularist raised youths turn to celebrity as glorified by Hollywood and violent video games and the media glorified “gangsta” subculture instead of developing a true moral compass. Raised in an atmosphere of moral relativity, ie thou shalt not pass judgment-there is NO right or wrong, they thus have no concept of true right and wrong nor of true good and evil.

I am sure the statistics probably reflect that more crimes are prevented by an armed citizenry than are committed with firearms, but we will never hear this from the mainstream media or the Democrat party.

God save this country as he may be our last and only hope.

James Francis
The Texas Hill Country

I think that once we understand that the question is distribution, the 42’d answer from the creative genius of Douglas Adams becomes intelligible: fortitude!

Bret Alan Hughes
Santa Barbara, California

I may be a month behind but have to let you know that the two zombie consciousness articles from the November issue were wonderfully written, but I believe this is a subject that your readers are already aware of. Even people that do not read publications like InfoWars cannot deny the separation they see every day between people. Texting has replaced common conversation and people glued to their cell phones annoy almost everyone. I wish I saw more solutions given in your articles. For instance, you could give your readers tips on how to approach conversations about “zombification” with others. It isn’t easy to tell people they are wasting their time watching their favorite shows.

Before I left Austin for a 7 month west coast journey, I was feeling the weight of America’s current situation. The west coast restored my faith in the people of America. People are not just spreading awareness, they are acting on it. They are actively participating in a new model that hopefully will have a rippling effect across the country. From building sustainable communities, daily demonstrations and protests to inspiring socio-political street art. West coast people are being proactive. We brought some Infowars magazine with us, and they were very well received.

Austin is lucky to have a charismatic, intelligent spokesperson like Alex Jones. Our home town is filled with people and organizations working to make things better. The Food is Free project is one example. Convincing neighbors to knock down their fences and share a community garden in order to have a cheap, sustainable, healthy food source not to mention a connection to your community is their goal.

We all know things in Washington are a mess, for lack of a better word, but “We the People” still hold a lot of power. If we stay informed, support one another and remain passionate about change. Encourage solution based thinking and report on it. Next article I want to see is “Ten Things You Can Do to Change the System.”

Thank you for all that you do!

Rosetta
Austin, Texas
“What is the most cunning way to produce a deception?”

Johnny Owest
Austin, Texas

“What is the most cunning way to produce a deception?”

Ken K.

“The pen is truly mightier than the sword.... Executive Order No. 9999.... I'm giving away money.”

Ike
London, United Kingdom

“What would Adolph, Hugo or Benito do?”

Ken & JoAnn Krug
Rome, New York

“What would Adolph, Hugo or Benito do?”

Tom Adams

“Political Correctness is tyranny with manners.”

Charlton Heston

“Emmm if only we could find some poor young sap and program him into killing his mother and about 20 or so kids at a school... that would get gun control on the table pretty darn fast.”

“Emmm if only we could find some poor young sap and program him into killing his mother and about 20 or so kids at a school... that would get gun control on the table pretty darn fast.”

Michel Beluet
Canada

“What are they waiting for to impeach me? Please liberate me!”

“Nothing...Let them eat nothing.”

Johnny Vasquez
McAllen, Texas

“Did I really manage to pull off that vote fraud without anyone noticing?”

Vera Longan
Ava, Missouri
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By the time you read this, 2012, the vaunted year of absolute cataclysmic destruction, has come and gone. But 2013 is a year that, from my research, will prove to be seminal in the future of this republic. Imagine yourself, your family, your community, your country at the center of a virtual crossroads. The decisions you make and the actions you take in the next year will to a great extent determine the destiny not just of the United States but of the entire world.

In this January 2013 issue, you will see an article republished from the waning hours of the 2012 hysteria from Infowars.com by Paul Joseph Watson and myself where we broke down the fact that 2012 was an engineered, self-fulfilling prophecy-hoax to make people stand down and not be politically and culturally involved. The reason we are republishing it is because it outlines the real threats that are still very present, and these threats not only endanger our species but the entire planet.

In our last issue, published three weeks before the Connecticut mass shooting travesty at Sandy Hook Elementary, we ran a cover image of President Obama, the puppet chief, sitting in a chair on top of the American flag with the cover-line “This man wants your guns.” We could see the drum beat for victim disarmament intensifying in November into December, and only a fool would miss the warning signs. It’s not hard to know what the establishment’s agenda is: they have carried it out with the same blueprint in country after country, where they exploit tragic school shootings despite the fact they are statistically one of the rarest events out there. It was reported in 2012 that more than 200 people died from deer jumping in front of their cars (Source: Insurance Institute for Highway Safety). However, that is not as sexy or scary as 88 people dying in mass shootings and most of those incidents being gang-related, with two different groups killing each other. It is very sad to see those children harmed in any fashion, but it’s even sicker to realize that the social engineers are using their images and exploiting them in an attempt to disarm the American people.

Throughout history, slaves have been disarmed. People in communist China, in North Korea and in many other authoritarian regime-ruled areas are disarmed and live under the authoritarian gun. As Mao Tse Tung, the greatest mass murderer in history, said, “Political power goes out of the barrel of a gun.”

The state-run media wasted no time blaming the individual’s right to keep and bear arms. A Fox Sports writer came out and said the NRA was the new KKK, and his statement was picked up and parroted by the rest of the mainstream media. What we are seeing is an all-out hysterical assault on the right to keep and bear arms and the gun culture because the establishment realizes it is a culture that grows more and more popular as people realize that you have to protect yourself, whether it is Katrina or hurricane Sandy. The government can’t and won’t help you; it is up to you to protect yourself. Because of this, people are rediscovering individualism, which is why they have also demonized preppers, blaming them for the mass shooting. It’s all sold via fake tears of Obama and emotionalism and it’s the height of the absurd coming from Obama, a man who massively increased drone strikes that have killed hundreds of children conservatively in 8 different nations in just the last year. This is the puppet, this is the authoritarian, this is the war monger who helped launch bombing campaigns in 8 new nations and turned Libya and Syria over to Al Qaida.

Just as Paul Revere rode through the countryside warning that the British were coming to confiscate the people’s guns, on the eve of what could turn into a new 1776, I am here to tell you they are coming to, not just ban the manufacture of semi automatic weapons, but to physically confiscate them.

Before the globalists can complete America’s journey on its road to absolute slavery, they must first disarm us. They must stamp out the true sign of individualism – being armed and able to protect yourself – before the real social engineering can accelerate.

The cover story in this month’s magazine is titled 2013: The Year America Dies? There is a question mark because it is up to you; it’s up to all of us who understand historically the great danger that our republic is in. It is up to us to take action and wake the sleeping giant that is our dying republic out of the mass mind-control coma that it’s in. In this issue we list just some of the overtly tyrannical things happening and how this is a pivotal year. This is the year globalists have decided to break this nation. The banksters have already conquered the nations of the world and now they want to conquer the people. But the biggest thing you can do is fully awaken yourself. Don’t believe what we say or what anyone says. Go research it, so that you will discover that not only are we telling you the truth, but it’s much more serious than we can even describe in this short letter. Then you must go out and awaken others to the danger.

Everyone who still has any consciousness knows deep down that things are off. Our road out of despotism into victory is simple. Wake Up, get informed, set brush-fires in the minds of men and women everywhere. You are the Paul Reveres of our time. If you are reading this information, as Thomas Jefferson said, “you are the resistance.” The collectivists out there really believe the government is their friend and think they are part of some greater cause in giving up their individualism. Deep down you know that’s a fraud. Deep down you know that’s not true. You know this is a predatory government. You know this government is run by ruthless foreign special interests, and that they’re engaged in their own survival-of-the-fittest program, battling each other for control and levers of power. You know this government has done countless lethal experiments on troops and foster children. You know about the multitude of crimes. And if you don’t, I dare you to go find out. But I think if you just sit in a quiet room and think about all of the crimes that government has committed alongside the corporations that run it, there will be so many it will blow your mind. Sit down and write out the number of times the government has lied to you. You’ll find it’s unlimited.

The future is yours. Either lay down to the New World Order, or take control of your own destiny!
EUROPE CONQUERED, NOW AMERICA’S TURN

The recent “surprise” announcement that Canadian Mark Carney is to be appointed Governor of the Bank of England means that the 2012 Bilderberg attendee completes Goldman Sachs’ virtual domination over all the major economies of Europe. The economies of England, France, Ireland, Germany, Italy, Greece, and Belgium are all now controlled by individuals who harbor a direct relationship with Goldman Sachs. The international banking giant, notorious for its corruption and insider trading, now has massive influence over virtually every major western economy on the planet.

During a recent CNBC segment, financial analysts admitted to viewers that America is under the control of a group of central bankers who are building a world government – a damning insight into how the establishment has dispensed with any pretense of trying to hide their agenda as it is finalized. We are all now “slaves to central banks.”

A global government is now being forcefully pushed as the “solution” to all manner of problems, but specifically in relation to financial crises. We are being brainwashed to accept the premise that centralized power in the hands of a tiny elite is the only recourse, and that one world currency is inevitable.

Europe is virtually a done deal for the globalists, now every ounce of financial independence and every scintilla of economic sovereignty is to be sucked out of the United States as the bankers seek to put the final capstone on their pyramid of absolute power in 2013.

SECOND AMENDMENT IN THE CROSSHAIRS

In the aftermath of the Connecticut school massacre, the authoritarians’ appetite for trampling the Second Amendment has never been so voracious. In the face of record gun sales, Barack Obama indicated in the aftermath of the shooting that he would pursue new gun control regulations via Congress, fulfilling a promise he made back in 2011 to gun control advocate Sarah Brady at a White House meeting during which he told her that he was working on gun control “under the radar.”

Riding parallel to the domestic assault on gun rights is an effort to outlaw firearms at the international level. The Obama administration has made clear its willingness to sign up to a United Nations global arms treaty which threatens to outlaw guns in the U.S.

Final discussions on the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) are set to take place in March next year. The New American notes that, “Section III, Paragraphs 7 and 8 of the Programme of Action mandate that if a member state cannot get rid of privately owned small arms legislatively, then the control of “customs, police, intelligence, and arms control” will be placed under the power of a board of UN bureaucrats operating out of the UN Office for Disarmament Affairs,” opening the door for UN peacekeeping forces to disarm American citizens.

Will 2013 see the Obama administration not only move to re-instate the assault weapons ban, but to eviscerate the Second Amendment completely?

NDAA – JUSTIFICATION FOR TYRANNY

A recent amendment to the National Defense Authorization Act – which legalizes the kidnapping and indefinite detention without trial of U.S. citizens – actually doubles down the indefinite detention provision and “makes matters worse by explicitly allowing the military to take Americans into custody.”

Just like the Japanese were rounded up and put in detention camps during World War II, the NDAA now greases the skids for political dissidents to be targeted in the aftermath of a national emergency.

Will 2013 see the first Americans imprisoned secretly and “makes matters worse by explicitly allowing the military to take Americans into custody.”

NDAA – JUSTIFICATION FOR TYRANNY

A recent amendment to the National Defense Authorization Act which legalizes the kidnapping and indefinite detention without trial of U.S. citizens actually doubles down on the indefinite detention provision and “makes matters worse by explicitly allowing the military to take Americans into custody.”

Just like the Japanese were rounded up and put in detention camps during World War II, the NDAA now greases the skids for political dissidents to be targeted in the aftermath of a national emergency.

Will 2013 see the first Americans imprisoned secretly without trial under the NDAA, or will rights activists kill this odious piece of legislation for good?

RE-EDUCATION CAMPS FOR DISSIDENTS

A leaked U.S. Army document prepared for the Department of Defense contains shocking plans for “political activists” to be pacified by “PSYOP officers” into developing an “appreciation of U.S. policies” while detained in prison camps inside the United States.

The document makes it clear that the policies apply “within U.S. territory” and involve, “DOD support to U.S. civil authorities for domestic emergencies, and for designated law enforcement and other activities,” including “man-made disasters, accidents, terrorist attacks and incidents in the U.S. and its territories.”

Will a massive civil emergency in 2013 lead to American citizens being interned in detention camps simply for their political views, or will further exposure of these draconian plans force the government into mothballing such measures?

OBAMACARE: BANKRUPTING THE NATION – MORALLY & FINANCIALLY

While sending health insurance premiums through the roof, Obamacare will also set loose the cancer of big government to a level never previously witnessed in the United States.

With more than 20 new taxes being imposed on the American people as a consequence of Obamacare, the IRS has been given hundreds of millions of dollars to hunt down violators.

Small businesses across the country face the prospect of bankruptcy as a result of the crippling cost of having to provide expensive health insurance coverage for their employees. Congressional Budget Office Director Douglas Elmendorf testified before the House Budget Committee that the Affordable Care Act would cost America $800,000 jobs.

Costs of products, food and services are also going to spike even higher for consumers as businesses are forced to raise their prices to cover the cost of Obamacare.

Although Obamacare doesn’t officially begin until January 2014, some provisions will begin to apply in 2013, and the effects of businesses having to prepare for its huge financial burden will send shock waves
through the U.S. economy during the coming year. The ethical implications of Obamacare also present a huge threat to America’s moral backbone.

President Obama has repeatedly expressed his support for the Medicare Independent Payment Advisory Board (IPAB), a group of doctors that would make decisions on cost cutting measures under Obamacare. Opponents of government-run healthcare have dubbed this a system of “death panels” that would have the power to refuse treatment to the elderly or severely ill patients, a de-facto form of mandatory euthanasia.

In October, Obama adviser Steven Rattner acknowledged that rationed healthcare would be part of Obamacare, brazenly stating, “We need death panels.” The idea that “death panels” would be introduced through Obamacare as a means of rationing healthcare was also discussed during an Aspen Institute conference in 2010 when Obama supporter Bill Gates argued that money should not be spent on treating the elderly. Will the states’ rights movement manage to stop Obamacare in its tracks, or will 2013 see the beginnings of the imposition of mandatory healthcare cause a major financial collapse in the United States?

BIG BROTHER BECOMING PERVERSIVE

America is being turned into the kind of surveillance society that even George Orwell would have laughed off as too crazy to contemplate. Microphones that record conversations are now being installed on buses throughout the country. Similar devices are also being included with new “smart” street lights currently being erected in major cities.

The new wave of “smart” technology in televisions, computers and cellphones is also ensuring that consumers are doing Big Brother’s job for him, by bugging their own homes with sophisticated two-way surveillance equipment, from TVs that spy on viewers to set-top boxes that utilize technology that records conversations in order to bombard users with invasive targeted advertising.

Virtually every new technological device now being manufactured that is linked to the Internet has the capability to record conversations and send them back to the central hub. Is it really any wonder therefore that former CIA director David Petraeus heralded the arrival of the “smart home” as a boon for “clandestine statecraft”?

Will a new renaissance for privacy rights begin to dominate in 2013, or will Big Brother simply get more sophisticated in the plethora of ways it monitors American citizens?

NSA SPYING NO LONGER A SECRET

NSA whistleblower William Binney recently revealed that the FBI and other federal agencies record and store the emails of all American citizens.

Binney also warned that the National Security Agency is storing all electronic communications and analyzing them in real time, adding that the federal agency has a Google-style capability to search all conversations for keywords.

Since 2008, the NSA has had the legal power to intercept all phone calls, emails and text messages sent by American citizens without probable cause. However, although long suspected, the agency has never admitted that it is analyzing the content of such messages, conceding only that persons, dates and locations are part of the snooping process.

However, in a sworn declaration to the United States District Court for the Northern District of California, Binney, a former NSA employee with the signals intelligence agency within the DoD, divulged that the federal agency, “has the capability to do individualized searches, similar to Google, for particular electronic communications in real time through such criteria as target addresses, locations, countries and phone numbers, as well as watch-listed names, keywords, and phrases in email.”

Will 2013 mark the year that the Fourth Amendment was enforced to scale back widespread eavesdropping on the American people, or will mass surveillance continue to grow and metastasize?

THE ERA OF DRONES

A bill passed by Congress in February paves the way for the use of surveillance drones in US skies on a widespread basis. The FAA predicts that by 2020 there could be up to 30,000 drones in operation nationwide.

In mandating absolutely zero privacy obligations for drone operators, the FAA has given carte blanche for drones to be used for constant surveillance, killing the Fourth Amendment dead.

As we have previously highlighted, the whole direction of drones and automated robot technology being developed by the likes of DARPA is all geared towards having machines take the role of police officers in pursuing and engaging “insurgents” on American soil.

With more and more police departments and federal agencies turning to drones, 2013 will likely see them begin to flood American skies as the right to privacy becomes an antiquated concept.

THE TSA OCCUPIES AMERICA

Despite being embroiled in constant scandals, abuses of power, and exposure of its workforce as pedophiles and criminals on an almost daily basis, the TSA is only being given more power and funding.

The federal agency recently announced that it is seeking permission from the Office of Management and Budget to conduct “security assessments” on highways as well as at 140 other public transportation hubs, including bus depots and train stations. If approved, it would allow the TSA to “conduct transportation security-related assessments during site visits with security and operating officials of surface transportation entities.”

In other words, get ready for TSA agents to be groping Grandma on the interstate at some point in 2013.

Will the recent movement to stand up against TSA tyranny snowball and lead major airports to kick out TSA agents and replace them with private screeners, or will 2013 mark the year that the TSA became a literal occupying army throughout America?

FOREIGN POLICY: BACKING TERRORISTS, MORE REGIME CHANGE

The Obama administration is openly backing Al-Qaeda terrorists in Syria who after they have deposed President Bashar Assad have vowed to attack the United States in a bid to impose global Sharia law. These same terrorists killed U.S. troops in Iraq and yet the administration has signaled that hundreds of millions of dollars in aid to the so-called “rebels” will be followed by military might.

In pursuing the same disastrous policy as it did in Libya, the U.S. government is virtually guaranteeing that there will be more attacks on U.S. interests like September’s Benghazi assault led by the very same militants put into positions of influence by NATO and the U.S.

Will 2013 see a more sensible approach to foreign policy or will the Obama administration continue to support terrorists in order to dismantle the few “rogue states” left in the world that are not controlled by the globalists?

2013: COLLAPSE, RE-BIRTH OR STAGNATION?

Amidst the myriad of assaults on America as a free country, the globalists themselves admit that a mass uprising against this onslaught is beginning to undermine the agenda for total authoritarianism. During a recent speech in Poland, former US National Security Advisor Zbigniew Brzezinski warned fellow elitists that a worldwide “resistance” movement to “external control” driven by “populist activism” is threatening to derail the move towards a new world order.

Will 2013 mark the year America died, or the year that the re-birth of America as land of the free, home of the brave truly began? Or will we still be here in 12 months time lamenting the gradual decline and fall of the United States as it slowly disappears off the pages of history in a similar fashion to the former Soviet Union?

One thing we know for sure is that if 2013 is anything like 2012 – we’re going to be in for one hell of a ride.
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When Idaho Legislator Curtis Bowers wrote a letter to the editor about the drastic changes in America’s culture, it became the feature story on the evening news. People protested at the Capitol, and for weeks, the local newspapers were filled with responses. He realized he hit on something. Ask almost anyone and you’ll hear, “Communism is dead. The Berlin Wall came down.” However, a closer look at what is happening in America and worldwide will tell a different story.
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The death of our world, the end of times, can come in many forms. If you are reading this, clearly you are all too aware that the world did not end on December 21, 2012 as many predicted based on the Mayan calendar. But the death of the Republic, the death of financial independence and the death of many freedoms have all emerged as real threats to our livelihood. In many important ways, a New Age of surveillance, domination and centralized power has dawned upon us. Hidden government has surfaced, emerging into open tyranny, like the waxing and waning of the moon. This article we wrote in December holds true— that the predictions of a grand destruction at the end of 2012 only distracted from the lingering death by a thousand cuts that has been wrecking society, and which will continue to destroy our world well into 2013… and beyond.

1. Doomsday adherents cannot seem to agree on precisely what catastrophe will befall the earth on December 21st. Will it be the emergence of Planet X or a combination of crippling global superstorms and extreme weather events? Unlike Y2K, which at least was a single, quantifiable threat, the Mayan prophecy comes with no specific warning attached, leaving it open to wild and inaccurate speculation.

2. The establishment media and entertainment industry in the west has exploited the 2012 hysteria for their own commercial and tabloid-driven ends. Rest assured, you know it’s fraudulent when the system itself is pushing it. Real threats to people’s livelihoods like the declining value of the dollar, food shortages or threats to private retirement funds including 401K’s and IRA’s are all too real but not sexy enough to be turned into blockbuster Hollywood movies or prime time documentary specials. Real threats to our environment like genetically modified food, chemtrails or unstable nuclear reactors are sidelined in favor of obsessing over inane fantasies about Armageddon.

3. Astronomer and NASA scientist David Morrison put out a YouTube video containing, “Detailed rebuttals of five separate apocalyptic scenarios on its website, including a meteor strike, a solar flare and the so-called ‘polar shift, whereby the Earth’s magnetic and rotational poles would reverse.’ And if you don’t believe NASA, there are millions of amateur astronomers who are constantly stargazing and would notice any celestial threat to the earth many weeks or months in advance.

4. The Mayans themselves were not too smart as a culture in comparison to others, so why should we pay much attention to what they said anyway? The Mayans were incapable of inventing the wheel and thought that life was a dream of the Gods, which is why they routinely made human sacrifices to stave off the fear that the Gods would awaken and the world would end. Why should we indulge in the same deluded fears of such a primitive culture?

5. The Mayan leaders once exploited manufactured hysteria about the end of the world to make their inferiors follow orders. Possessing advanced knowledge of when solar eclipses would occur, the elders would claim that a snake was about to eat the sun and that only by obeying commands would the elders permit the sun to return. Watching a subsequent solar eclipse, the peasants believed the scam, thinking the elders had divine powers to make the sun disappear – ensuring total obedience.

6. Most of the individuals whipping up the frenzy are doing so for personal profit. In China, “Scam artists had been convincing pensioners to hand over savings in a last act of charity,” reports the Telegraph. Others have been selling “end of the world” survival kits (a delicious contradiction in terms) – cashing in on the hysteria.

7. The Mayan prophecies contain absolutely zero evidence that anything catastrophic will actually happen on December 21st. "The very few ancient texts that refer to Dec. 21, 2012 treat it as a calendar milestone, but do not contain prophecies of doom," says John Henderson, professor of anthropology at Cornell University.

8. The Mayan prophecies contain absolutely zero evidence that anything catastrophic will actually happen on December 21st. “The very few ancient texts that refer to Dec. 21, 2012 treat it as a calendar milestone, but do not contain prophecies of doom,” says John Henderson, professor of anthropology at Cornell University.

9. Some people have used the supposed end of the world in 2012 as an excuse to make apologies for the very real tyranny that we see unfolding on a daily basis in a myriad of different ways. Armageddon hysteria has been hijacked as a useful psychological justification for laziness and procrastination when it comes to educating others or making personal preparations for genuine crises that the world could face in the coming years.

10. Many Christians have earmarked December 21, 2012 as either the date of Armageddon or the second coming of Christ. However, this ignores the Bible itself which quite clearly states that the end of the world will not be foreseen by man. “No one knows the day or hour when these things will happen, not even the angels in heaven or the Son himself. Only the Father knows,” states Mark 13:32.

Forecasting that the world will not end on December 21st is hardly a bold prediction. However, 2012 hysteria has been an interesting study in affirming the fact that the establishment media will only talk about such a “threat” at length when it really poses no threat at all – while ignoring or downplaying very serious issues that do pose a real danger to the future of the species.

www.prisonplanet.com
2013 ND EXPANDS MILITARY TO DETAIN AME

written by KURT NIMMO
“Nothing in the AUMF [Authorization for the Use of Military Force] or the 2012 NDAA shall be construed to deny the availability of the writ of habeas corpus or to deny any Constitutional rights in a court ordained or established by or under Article III of the Constitution for any person who is lawfully in the United States when detained pursuant to the AUMF and who is otherwise entitled to the availability of such writ or such rights.

Because there are no established rules allowing a citizen to exercise the right to a civilian trial, as guaranteed by the Constitution (specifically, the Sixth Amendment), detained citizens have no way to gain access to lawyers, family or a civilian court after they are detained by the military. In other words, the supposed improvement is meaningless.

“The biggest thing about the [2012] NDAA was that you weren’t getting a trial [...] Nothing in here says that you’ll make it to an Article III court so it literally does nothing,” Dan Johnson, founder of People Against the NDAA, told Business Insider. “It’s a bunch of words, basically.”

“The new statute actually states that persons lawfully in the U.S. can be detained under the Authorization for the Use of Military Force [AUMF]. The original (the statute we are fighting in court) never went that far,” Afran explained. “Therefore, under the guise of supposedly adding protection to Americans, the new statute actually expands the AUMF to civilians in the U.S.”

Although Kentucky Senator Rand Paul was portrayed as a savior after he offered language to be included in the 2013 version of the NDAA that would “affirm the Sixth Amendment of the Constitution and limit the indefinite detention of Americans,” more than a few observers of his co-sponsored amendment said the effort did not go far enough. It was, they argued, more meaningless verbiage.

“[The] Senate voted on Amendment No. 3018 to the National Defense Authorization Act sponsored by Sens. Dianne Feinstein (D-Calif.) and Mike Lee (R-Utah), and co-sponsored by Sen. Rand Paul, which protects the rights prescribed to Americans in the Sixth Amendment of the Constitution with regard to indefinite detention and the right to a trial by jury,” Paul’s Senate web page explains.

“Senator Paul’s amendment – for all the good that it does – doesn’t go far enough. Read the text of the proposal again. There is not one word of repeal or abolition or revocation of the indefinite detention of Americans from the NDAA,” writes Joe Wolverton for the New American.

A previous attempt to placate critics of the NDAA resulted in the Gohmert Amendment (House Amendment No. 1126) which states that the NDAA will not “deny the writ of habeas corpus or deny any Constitutional rights for persons detained in the United States under the AUMF who are entitled to such rights.”

“This amendment, like the one offered by Senator Paul [...] displays an indefensible use of vague language that would make it vulnerable to challenge in any court in any state in the Union, but somehow adds to its appeal among the Republicans in Congress,” Wolverton explains.

Others take a far more ominous view of the latest version of the NDAA. In early December, Blake Filippi of the Tenth Amendment Center was interviewed by The Washington Times. Filippi said that under the NDAA, the Patriot Act and similar legislation, “the USA has essentially been declared an active war zone [...] where our most fundamental constitutional rights are undercut. What this means is that the President has been granted powers over the domestic citizenry that are normally reserved for active battlefields.” In addition to effectively striking down the Sixth Amendment, Section 1021 of the NDAA nullifies Posse Comitatus, the post-Reconstruction-era ban on the military engaging in civilian police duties.

Filippi said the 2013 NDAA is a monster in waiting. The legislation effectively destroys any protection afforded by the Constitution and the Bill of Rights: “I believe that when war comes home – when allegations of domestic terrorism are used to deny fundamental Constitutional rights – our Constitutional Republic faces the biggest difficulties,” he warned. “For instance, Article II Section 9 requires that Congress suspend the writ of habeas corpus for indefinite detention to be legal. That has not occurred. Yet, Congress still purports to imbue the President with the authority for domestic indefinite detention. What good is the Constitution if Congress and the President purport to be above it?”

The bottom line, Bruce Afran said, is that the latest iteration of the NDAA “is still unconstitutional because it allows citizens or persons in the U.S. to be held in military custody, a position that the Supreme Court has repeatedly held is unconstitutional.”


In other words, the hurried amendments and attempts to uphold habeas corpus are little more than a mess of potage.

As of late December, the 2013 Senate bill still needed to be reconciled with the version passed by the Senate in 2012. The House version, however, does not contain an amendment addressing the detention section of the legislation. Short of explicitly addressing the serious flaws of 2013 NDAA, the military has little incentive to make sure detained Americans receive their habeas corpus rights as stated in Article I, Section 9, Clause 2 of the Constitution.

Kurt Nimmo is the editor at Infowars.com and the author of “Another Day in the Empire: Life in Neoliberal America.”
**THE BATTLE WAS CLEARLY DRAWN, ALONG FIRST AMENDMENT LINES.**

“Why don’t you decide to join the Republic? Why don’t you decide to join the First Amendment and stand with George Washington, and Thomas Jefferson? Instead of trying to intimidate Americans one by one that we don’t have the right to come here.”

The rhetorical barrage came from an indignant Alex Jones, who showed up at the Homer Thornberry Judicial Building in downtown Austin Texas to protest the attempted intimidation of a reporter working for Infowars.com, an increasingly frequent occurrence that is too little challenged.

Magazine graphic designer Molly Rogers had been photographing surveillance cameras in the downtown area earlier in the week when she was confronted by security goons who told her, falsely, that filming federal property was illegal and that she could be arrested.

Rogers was photographing from the public sidewalk and was in no way interfering with official operations, yet she was treated like a criminal. She was drawn to the building for its iconic display of overlapping security cameras at a facility meant to uphold justice, ironically staring down on the people who, apparently, aren’t supposed to stare back. It is the modus operandi of the State: reclusive, secretive and backwards, all in the name of “security.”

Alex Jones returned to the scene with Molly Rogers, fellow designer Molly Maroney and cameraman Rob Dew to rebuke the intimidation, as well as the larger injustice trending everywhere in post-9/11 public life. Jones launched into an impromptu protest of one, shouting at the building that symbolically encapsulated the insulated takeover of legitimate, constitutional government by an ever-growing secret government.

The event was captured on video, and can be see at youtube.com/thealexjoneschannel under the title, “Alex Jones Confronts The Feds on Their Turf.”

Jones then asked his reporter to point out the security figure who had threatened her with arrest, but instead encountered a federal security official who not only recognized their First Amendment right to film, but listened to the Alex Jones Show. It was court security they were looking for, he instructed them, pointing them inside the building where those figures were stationed.

"Is that the guy right there?," Jones asked Rogers, while en-
tering the building and approaching their checkpoint. “Hi, how you doing? I’m Alex Jones,” he announced.

“You can’t go in there,” a security official promptly told the Infowars team.

“That’s fine. This is Molly... I understand, we’re evil Americans. This is an occupation force. I’ve got it,” Jones retorted.

His words were calculated, not exaggerated. It WAS an occupation force taking over ordinary life. The perpetual emergency of a potential terrorist threat has become enough of a rationale in the eyes of the State to supersede ordinary procedures, established and guaranteed rights and even common sense.

FEDS DECLARE THEMSELVES ABOVE THE PEOPLE

It was the people who ordained the government by consent, and the several States which agreed to form the federal government of the United States. Yet, everywhere in America, from the TSA at airports to highway checkpoints and now VIPR squads checking passengers at train and bus depots, a paranoia about the potential for danger has swamped the mentality of those watchers somehow entrusted to gauge the real threats to the country. In the hysteria surrounding highly publicized attacks, however, that system has lost sight of the freedoms so rare and cherished in these United States.

It’s just as founding father Ben Franklin long ago warned, “They that can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor safety.” In this modern era, the attempt to establish security has completely unraveled our rights and liberties, despite the clear intent of the Bill of Rights and Constitution to safeguard them. History is full of rulers and monarchs capable of dominating their populations. It was the forethought to try to separate and balance power that made the United States different. The recognition of individual rights, and of the rights of states above the (limited) federal government created the possibility for real freedom-- for those wise enough to keep it.

“Ok, but listen,” Alex Jones continued to explain to
the security team inside the Homer Thornberry Judicial Building. “All I’m saying is she… okay, so it’s not illegal as a journalist for her to take photos from across the street. Ok, because I had to sit there and explain to her that she’s not going to go to jail.”

After some discussion, the very security officials who had threatened Ms. Rogers with arrest now conceded that she did indeed have a right to film the federal building, and that indeed it was her right under the First Amendment to do so.

That point is established, but has been commonly ignored by police officers, security details, officials and goons alike who have created the perception that photography is a crime.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH STRIKES BACK

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) has sued and won in numerous cases to re-establish the right to film in public. The ACLU summarizes in their posting, “You Have Every Right to Snap That Picture,” that “Snapping a picture of a federal building from public property is every photographer’s right. Unfortunately, in recent years, pointing a camera at federal buildings seems to magnetically attract suspicion from federal security officers.”

The result of a 2010 ACLU lawsuit with the Department of Homeland Security ended in settlement, establishing in fact that “no federal statutes or regulations bar people from photographing,” and that further “absent reasonable suspicion or probable cause” security personnel must allow individuals to “photograph the exterior of federally owned or leased facilities from publicly accessible spaces.”

The lawsuit required Homeland Security to notify its Federal Protective Service, a federalized goon force, not to target photographers any longer, as it had been otherwise doing.

Yet we have demonstrated previously how law enforcement has been trained via Homeland Security-issued videos and memos to screen ordinary activities as potential terrorist activities. One such video, shown in Alex Jones’ 2009 film “Fall of the Republic: The Presidency of Barack Obama,” shows the federalization of state and local police, who are now instructed to relay information and background checks on traffic stops and citizen encounters through the National Crime Information Center (NCIC) and Terrorist Screening Center (TSC).

The shocking video demonstrates several scenarios where travelers carrying items like sleeping bags, compasses, maps and camping equipment are run through a national database for terrorism, but ultimately found to have no connections.

However, later in the instructional video, a photographer taking pictures of a government-owned dam was detained by a police officer, interrogated under false pretenses, then run through the terrorism database, only to be found to be a “match” – a possible terrorist or connected party to be taken in for further questioning.

The Infowars crew has repeatedly encountered similar treatment while covering stories, reporting on public events and photographing B-roll footage for documentary films.

Earlier in the year, security officials at the NSA Cryptology Center in San Antonio, Texas attempted to tell Infowars.com reporters Jakarta Jackson and Melissa Melton that it was illegal to film the building, but backed off when presented with documentation of successful lawsuits by the ACLU upholding the right to film in public, even of ‘sensitive’ government buildings. They handed the security team the ACLU’s short guidelines, published under the title, “Know Your Rights: Photographers.”

In 2009, this reporter was threatened with arrest by over-zealous security guards at the WWI memorial in Kansas City after they were contacted by the (privately owned & operated) Federal Reserve banking branch to confront the Infowars.com crew for daring to film its facade. (The video can be viewed on youtube.com under the title “Reporters threatened with arrest for filming private Federal Reserve building”). Though there is no law against filming, guards at Federal Reserve branches across the United States have been caught over and over attempting to bully photographers, demand identification without cause and contribute to a larger chilling effect to silence the First Amendment.

This is not only unconstitutional but a recipe for abuse in government. Sunlight, accountability and transparency are the makings of good government. Silencing photographers, reporters and questions about government is not only wrong, but dangerous, and enables a quicker slide into undue power, abuse and absolute tyranny.

What’s more, it’s not just happening in incidences of filming security-oriented government facilities, but with publicly-accountable law enforcement officers as well. Whether during traffic stops, protests or other encounters, many police officers are treating the filming of police itself as a crime, and making arrests on that basis.

WHO WATCHES THE WATCHERS?

A man just arrested in California for recording police in public has sparked new outrage after he was jailed four days.

Meanwhile, arrests are taking place for the same behavior even in states with single-party consent wiretapping laws. A soldier in Georgia was arrested for filming police on the basis that he was ‘obstructing’ law enforcement activities (he was documenting while questioning police during a traffic stop). Independent reporter and publisher of the Maui Time Weekly was arrested in Hawaii for ‘obstructing’ while filming police from a distance while they pulled over vehicles, reportedly for petty traffic violations.

Earlier in 2012, the founder of CopBlock.org was sentenced to some three months in jail for “wiretapping” in New Hampshire. The organization seeks to hold police accountable by filming their actions.

This trend continues, despite new recognitions of filming in public as protected, free speech. The First Circuit of the US Court of Appeals in Massachusetts upheld the right to film police and other public officials in 2011.

In one extreme case that developed in 2011, Michael Allison was prosecuted and threatened with life in prison for five counts of filming police in public. The case was vigorously pursued by Illinoise prosecutors but ultimately thrown out of a court by a judge who recognized the unconstitutional attempt to chill free speech.

But now, the Supreme Court has upheld the right to film police and other public figures even in the state of Illinois, which has some of the harshest laws on the books to prosecute the public recording of officials under the guise of “wiretapping” and “eavesdropping” provisions set up before the age of prevalent and widespread digital video.

While most states recognize the lack of a perception of privacy in public places, violations of the eavesdropping statute, designed to prevent covert recordings without consent, but which have been applied to public photography, carry a harsh maximum sentence of 15 years in Illinois!

A federal appeals court in Chicago concurred with the ACLU’s argument that, “Illinois eavesdropping statute restricts far more speech than necessary to protect legitimate privacy interests.” That decision came last May ahead of the NATO summit in Chicago, and prompted a policy not to target protesters and citizens in the streets with iPhones and digital cameras during the events. The Supreme Court thus refused to review that decision, despite an appeal by the Cook County attorney general to do so, upholding the principle in alignment with rather clear cut freedom of speech issues.

This precedent may impact the eleven other states with similar all-party consent provisions in their recording laws, including California, Connecticut, Florida, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Montana (requires notification only), Nevada, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania and Washington.

Increasingly, today’s video camera is cheap, readily available and has become an important medium for that free speech voice-- and serves as a de facto balance of power against tyranny.

Just as newspapers and pamphleteers were decisive weapons in influencing public opinion in the founding
fathers day towards the essence of 1776, the recorded image has become a pivotal force for all sides in the contemporary setting, enabling citizen journalists to document potential abuses and serve as a platform for transparency, accountability and the enforcement of good government.

It is important to re-establish free speech as protected under the First Amendment as the age of cell phone cameras and live streaming video has put cop misconduct and other bad behavior in the spotlight, while it has also prompted waves of false arrests across the nation. Those arrests need to end, and the video camera warriors need to walk tall with the knowledge that their actions are patriotic, not criminal.

The ACLU advises on their webpage located at the URL www.aclu.org/free-speech/know-your-rights-photographers what is and is not covered by the First Amendment:

YOUR RIGHTS AS A PHOTOGRAPHER:
- When in public spaces where you are lawfully present you have the right to photograph anything that is in plain view.
- When you are on private property, the property owner may set rules about the taking of photographs.
- Police officers may not generally confiscate or demand to view your photographs or video without a warrant.
- Police may not delete your photographs or video under any circumstances.
- Police officers may legitimately order citizens to cease activities that are truly interfering with legitimate law enforcement operations.

The First Amendment is not in place to protect POLAR SPEECH. It is not in place for instances other than those preempted by declarations of emergency or situations requiring additional security. The First Amendment is not in place so that people are free to talk about the weather, or sports, or to tout the prevailing ideologies of major parties, or of socially dominant attitudes, or of “legitimized” and approved positions.

It concerns controversial speech. By its very nature, it is a protection and guarantee of rights for the MINORITY. A lone voice in the crowd may, in practicality, offend, ostracize or even upset the social order--but that voice remains immune from official reprisal, from systematic oppression and from violation by civil government.

That First Amendment to the Constitution, added under the Bill of Rights demanded by many founding fathers to further discourage tyrannical power in the newly created United States federal government, ratified starting in 1789 and adopted in 1791, reads:

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”

RECLAIMING THE FIRST AMENDMENT: USE IT, OR LOSE IT

Alex Jones summarized the important free speech battle we face today, encapsulated in this case study on the rights of photography.

“What’s the moral of the story? What comes out of this report today?” Alex Jones asked rhetorically, following his encounter at the federal building. “The federal government, more and more, is trying to intimidate people and tell them they can’t photograph police in public, they can’t video tape federal buildings, just like all the other despotic regimes on the face of this globe.”

“And that We The People have to stand up and take our towns, our cities, our nation back or we will be like Communist China or Soviet Russia. We will become Mexico, or Nigeria. If the people do not exercise their liberty, it’s like muscles -- they atrophy.”

“But it’s also paramount for the people that work for the government to realize the Bill of Rights and Constitution are for them as well. If we lose the Bill of Rights and Constitution, which is beginning to happen--you notice they are now raiding the private and public pension funds, you notice the foreign mega-banks are now bragging they’ve conquered us.”

“If we get rid of due process and checks and balances, it’s bad for everybody but a very tiny, criminal elite. So the people in government need to understand that it’s their liberties and freedoms as well that are at stake, and to protect their oath against enemies foreign and domestic.”

“But it’s also important for ‘We the People’ to stand up and exercise these rights, or we’ll lose them. I came down to the federal building because they tried to intimidate our reporter, and we had to reclaim those rights. It’s important for YOU to fight for every inch of freedom you can get -- or just give in, and be overrun and live in a despotic tyranny.

"THE CHOICE IS UP TO YOU - LIBERTY OR SLAVERY."

“Never forget what George Washington said, ‘Government is like fire, a dangerous servant and a fearful master.’ And if you don’t control it, it will take control of you and your life. And if you act like a nation of sheep, you will be ruled by wolves. So it’s up to all of us to stand up against this 1984 takeover. And to restore the idea of human liberty and freedom. 1776, not just here in the United States, but worldwide.”

“So remember, if you’re read this, or watching the video transmission, YOU are the resistance.”

And YOU, by using your voice, really are the best defense for the First Amendment. Exercise it now, or face the possibility of letting intimidation and perception roll it back and shut it down, perhaps forevermore, behind the veil of secretive, “security”-oriented shadow government that wants no critics, no accountability and a minimum of public awareness.

“Without debate, without criticism, no Administration and no country can succeed--and no republic can survive. [...] And that is why our press was protected by the First Amendment--the only business in America specifically protected by the Constitution--not primarily to amuse and entertain, not to emphasize the trivial and the sentimental, not to simply ‘give the public what it wants’--but to inform, to arouse, to reflect, to state our dangers and our opportunities, to indicate our crises and our choices, to lead, mold, educate and sometimes even anger public opinion. This means greater coverage and analysis of international news--for it is no longer far away and foreign but close at hand and local. It means greater attention to improved understanding of the news as well as improved transmission. And it means, finally, that government at all levels, must meet its obligation to provide you with the fullest possible information outside the narrowest limits of national security [...]”

- John F. Kennedy’s Address before the American Newspaper Publishers Association (27 April 1961)

Aaron Dykes is a researcher, reporter, producer and writer for the Infowars Nightly News and Infowars.com.
We’ve become completely accustomed to a disturbing societal defect. An epidemic surge in sub-human treatment of disabled and elderly citizens and sufferers of medical illnesses by the very men and women sworn to serve and protect them plagues our culture.

From shoving cerebral palsy victims to dragging elderly women out of their vehicles to Tasering stroke sufferers, blind people and pregnant women, corrupt police are repeatedly caught blatantly disregarding age and health conditions, trampling basic civil liberties and essentially tossing logical discretion out the window when discerning law-abiding innocents from law-breaking criminals.

While we highlight these outrageous instances, we nevertheless maintain hope that a majority of our oath-sworn peace officers are good people capable of critical thinking and respectful human life.

2012, and particularly October, brought us more than its fair share of disabled citizen police state abuses.

In October, we reported on UK police Tasering a blind man who was walking down the sidewalk minding his own business. The spontaneous attack sent the victim, Colin Farmer, a blind 61-year-old retired architect, to the hospital leaving him embittered at police for their actions. “He was not an officer of the law; he was an absolute thug with a license to carry a dangerous weapon,” Mr. Farmer remarked. The officer involved mistakenly perceived the man’s cane to be a samurai sword prior to the electrocuting.

October also saw the release of June 2010 footage of a Vancouver, British Columbia police officer shoving a cerebral palsy sufferer to the ground for merely attempting to squeeze through a group of three officers walking side-by-side. We later learned the victim was granted a 2013 hearing with the B.C. Human Rights Tribunal.

Also in October, a federal complaint against two officers of the Austin Police Department was filed alleging the use of a Taser to shock a man already suffering a seizure in his own home.

“As we reported recently, two police officers in Texas Tasered a man who was having a seizure, merely because he was not responding to their orders,” wrote Steve Watson in a recent article. “The shock from the weapon caused the 50-year-old to suffer a heart attack and permanent brain damage. The cops were so ill equipped to deal with the situation, that they just broke out Tasers and shocked a man who was already convulsing on the ground.”

“It took paramedics 11 minutes to revive the man and bring back his pulse. It is a miracle he is still alive, though he will now have to live with severe disabilities for the rest of his life.”

The man, Scott Sheely, “says he suffers and continues to suffer from respiratory arrest, cardiac arrest, loss of heartbeat, loss of oxygen, Taser wounds to the torso, abrasions to knees and elbows, brain injury, loss of vision, headaches, broken ribs, physical pain, continued seizure and severe emotional anguish,” reported RT.com.

October was also the month the city of Cleburne, Texas reached an agreement with a man who was wrongfully Tasered back in April. When 19-year-old Ricky Jones refused to answer questions following an accident, officer Jason Vanderlaan issued a warning to comply, “Step out of the vehicle. Or I will Tase you!” and made good on his promise, Tasing the defiant driver. Only after EMS arrived did officers learn Jones was diabetic and was non-compliant because...
he was undergoing a hypoglycemic seizure.

Judging by the numerous reports we’ve seen, some police also seem to have no problem harassing, picking fights with or even killing less-mobile members of society.

In the month of October, we learned that a wheelchair-ridden, schizophrenic double-amputee was gunned down by Houston PD after threatening an officer with a pen. The officer who shot the man argued he believed the pen to be a dangerous weapon.

In September, we were baffled by a bizarre case in New Jersey where an on-duty police officer broke into the apartment of a wheelchair-bound couple and assaulted them along with their 4-year-old son. Then, once the officer was taken into custody, he kicked the window of the patrol car out enabling his escape, until he was eventually captured again. “Then he grabbed my grandchild (and) he said, ‘I want the boy, I want the boy,’” the female victim’s father, who didn’t witness the incident, recalled from his family’s account. When police arrived, they found the perp, Sgt. Mark Lee, sitting on a couch inside the apartment naked. The female victim’s father said, “He took his clothes off, gun, uniform, and pants, and tried to jump out the window.” In late October, Lee’s bail was reduced after a test found he had calcium deposits on his brain facilitating a neurological disorder.

In September, we also witnessed footage of a botched detox drop-off where a Minnesota police officer began punching a difficult, mouthy wheelchair-bound drunk man five times in the head before slamming him onto the floor, allegedly splitting his head open. The officer then threatened the nurse in attendance with arrest for merely offering assistance. Video footage shows that the disabled man provoked Officer Richard Jouppi prior to his assault.

September also saw a 77-year-old woman get dragged out of her car for failing to give an officer her license and insurance fast enough. As the Keene, Texas officer’s lapel and dash-cam footage show, the woman simply attempted to provide an explanation for her alleged speeding. The officer shouted over the woman demanding her license and insurance, fomenting a verbal standoff eventually leading to the officer forcibly dragging the woman out of her car. The officer has faced no disciplinary action; in fact, his superior officer approved of his conduct.

In August 2012, video surfaced of a July 1 altercation where Saginaw, Michigan police shot a homeless man 46 times. Moments prior, he was arguing with officers in broad daylight, wielding a knife. The man, 49-year-old Milton Hall, had been described as suffering from “serious mental health issues.”

To top it all off, one instance shows police seem genuinely confused on exactly when to issue tickets as one Piedmont, Oklahoma officer exemplified. The officer made international news when he issued the mother of a three-year-old a ticket for public urination after he witnessed her son micturating while playing out in the front lawn. The officer was made an example of and fired. To my knowledge, this is the only police officer in this report that was fired, even though he didn’t physically harm anyone.

Are these just a few freak instances that happened to be latched onto by media and exploited, or is the opposite true? Do these types of stories take place far too frequently to report?

By calling attention to the ongoing corruption, of which there are virtually countless more examples, we hope to curb the problem. We encourage citizen journalists and whistleblowers everywhere to remain vigilant and urge our civil servants to be mindful of their actions.

Whatever the excuses for these deplorable acts, we can assume the encroaching police state will successfully continue expanding unless we exercise utmost diligence to hinder it.

Adan Salazar is currently the associate editor at Infowars.com, writes often for Infowars Magazine and is an avid civil rights and due process advocate.
Deputy Sheriff Stan Lenic, the cop who stood up for the First Amendment by refusing to impede the free speech rights of activists at Albany International Airport, has become an Internet icon, with messages of support flooding in to the Albany County Sheriff’s Office and Lenic being honored with a commendation.

A video that has now gone viral on You Tube shows Lenic refusing to follow the demands of Albany Airport’s PR director Doug Myers in having activists Jason Bermas and Ashley Jessica identified, detained or removed for handing out flyers warning travelers about the dangers of airport body scanners as part of the Opt Out and Film campaign.

“Obviously this is your constitutional right, OK? As far as you’re concerned, you’re not breaking any laws. That’s what we want to get across to you guys,” Lenic told the activists, dismissing efforts by Myers to have the two kicked out of the airport.

When Myers attempted to have the activists identify themselves, winking at Deputy Lenic as he demanded Lenic take their IDs, Lenic fired back, stating, “If I was to ask for his identification he does not have to give it to me because he’s not doing anything wrong.”

The Albany County Sheriff’s Office has since been bombarded with hundreds of positive emails and calls from liberty lovers championing Lenic for his fine work in defending the First Amendment against petty enforcers like Doug Myers.

Comments on YouTube were also overwhelmingly supportive of Deputy Lenic.

Lenic already has his own Facebook page where people are reposting the video and urging Lenic to run for Mayor.

“That’s a little overwhelming. I mean, I was doing my job I felt I was doing the right thing protecting people's First Amendment rights,” Lenic told NewsChannel 13.

Lenic later emailed Jason Bermas the following message;

“I am overwhelmed by the support your viewers have given me. I hope other fellow officers will see this and not view the freedom of speech as a threat, but an opportunity to show the professionalism that law enforcement should be held to. I remember the day I was sworn in, and I remember that I am supposed to protect the constitution of the United States. I am proud to be a Deputy Sheriff, and try to do my job to the best of my ability so help me God.”

Lenic also told Bermas that his superiors were considering giving him an official commendation for his exemplary actions in defending the constitutional rights he swore to uphold.

Paul Joseph Watson is the editor and writer for Infowars.com and Prison Planet.com. He is the author of Order Out Of Chaos. Watson is also a host for Infowars Nightly News.
Is all the recent talk of secession mere sour grapes over the election, or perhaps something deeper? Currently there are active petitions in support of secession for all 50 states, with Texas taking the lead in number of signatures. Texas has well over the number of signatures needed to generate a response from the administration, and while I wouldn’t hold my breath on Texas actually seceding, I believe these petitions raise a lot of worthwhile questions about the nature of our union.

Is it treasonous to want to secede from the United States? Many think the question of secession was settled by our Civil War. On the contrary; the principles of self-governance and voluntary association are at the core of our founding. Clearly Thomas Jefferson believed secession was proper, albeit as a last resort. Writing to William Giles in 1825, he concluded that states:

Keep in mind that the first and third paragraphs of the Declaration of Independence expressly contemplate the dissolution of a political union when the underlying government becomes tyrannical.

Do we have a “government without limitation of powers” yet? The Federal government kept the Union together through violence and force in the Civil War, but did might really make right?

Secession is a deeply American principle. This country was born through secession. Some felt it was treasonous to secede from England, but those “traitors” became our country’s greatest patriots.

There is nothing treasonous or unpatriotic about wanting a federal government that is more responsive to the people it represents. That is what our Revolutionary War was all about and today our own federal government is vastly overstepping its constitutional bounds with no signs of reform. In fact, the recent election only further entrenched the status quo. If the possibility of secession is completely off the table there is nothing to stop the federal government from continuing to encroach on our liberties and no recourse for those who are sick and tired of it.

Consider the ballot measures that passed in Colorado and Washington state regarding marijuana laws. The people in those states have clearly indicated that they are ready to try something different where drug policy is concerned, yet they will still face a tremendous threat from the federal government. In California, the Feds have been arresting peaceful medical marijuana users and raiding dispensaries that state and local governments have sanctioned. This shouldn’t happen in a free country.

It remains to be seen what will happen in states that are refusing to comply with the deeply unpopular mandates of Obamacare by not setting up healthcare exchanges. It appears the Federal government will not respect those decisions either.

In a free country, governments derive their power from the consent of the governed. When the people have very clearly withdrawn their consent for a law, the discussion should be over. If the Feds refuse to accept that and continue to run roughshod over the people, at what point do we acknowledge that that is not freedom anymore? At what point should the people dissolve the political bands which have connected them with an increasingly tyrannical and oppressive federal government? And if people or states are not free to leave the United States as a last resort, can they really think of themselves as free?

If a people cannot secede from an oppressive government, they cannot truly be considered free.
Earlier this month we learned that the Obama Administration is significantly expanding the number of covert Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) agents overseas. From just a few hundred DIA agents overseas today, the administration intends to eventually deploy some 1,600 covert agents. The nature of their work will also shift, away from intelligence collection and more toward covert actions. This move signals a major change in how the administration intends to conduct military and paramilitary operations overseas. Unfortunately it is not a shift toward peace, but rather to an even more deadly and disturbing phase in the “war on terror.”

Surely attacks on foreign countries will increase as a result of this move, but more and more the strikes will take place under cover of darkness and outside the knowledge of Congress or the American people. The move also represents a further blurring of the lines between the military and intelligence services, with the CIA becoming more like a secret military unto itself. This is a very troubling development.

In 2010, I said in a speech that there had been a CIA coup in this country. The CIA runs the military, the drone program, and they are in drug trafficking. The CIA is a secretive government all on its own. With this new expanded Defense Intelligence Agency presence overseas it will be even worse. Because the DIA is operationally under control of the Pentagon, direct Congressional oversight of the program will be more difficult. Perhaps this is as intended. The CIA will be training the DIA in its facilities to conduct operations overseas. Much of this will include developing targeting data for the president’s expanding drone warfare program. Already the president has demonstrated his preference for ever more drone attacks overseas. In Pakistan, for example, President Obama has in his first four years authorized six times more drone strikes than under all eight years of the Bush Administration. Nearly three thousand individuals have been killed by these drones, many of those non-combatants.

President Obama said recently of Israel’s strikes against the Palestinians in Gaza, “No country on Earth would tolerate missiles raining down on its citizens from outside its borders.” This announcement by the administration amounts to precisely that: the US intends to rain down ever more missiles on civilians overseas. I believe what the president says about Israel is true everywhere, so what about those overseas who live in fear of our raining missiles? How will they feel about the United States? Is it not possible that we may be inviting more blowback by expanding the covert war overseas? Does that make us safer?

An exhaustive study earlier this year by Stanford and New York University law schools found that US drone strikes on Pakistan are “damaging and counterproductive,” potentially creating more terrorists than they kill. Its recommendations of a radical reappraisal of the program obviously fell on deaf ears in the administration.

Thousands of new DIA spies are to be hired and placed undercover alongside their CIA counterparts to help foment ever more covert wars and coups in foreign lands. Congress is silent. Where will it all end?
With the aftermath of the recent storms in the Northeast resembling the horrors of Katrina, the government once again has shown us that they can’t and won’t help in times of crisis. We at Infowars thought it would be useful to give you a list to start with when disaster and chaos strike. Directions: Fill this out, keep it on your fridge, and make sure everyone in the household understands their role in your family’s plan when and if anything happens.

**HOUSEHOLD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHONE NUMBERS:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IMPORTANT CONTACTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLICE</th>
<th>FIRE</th>
<th>AMBULANCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EMERGENCY FREQUENCY:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVIL DEFENCE:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTHER:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GETAWAY KIT**

**DOCUMENTS**
- Birth & Marriage Certificates
- Drivers Licences & Passports
- Insurance Policies
- Family Photos

**PERSONAL ITEMS**
- Towels, Toothbrush, Soap, & Other Sanitary Items
- A Change of Clothes

**SURVIVAL ITEMS**

**FOOD & WATER**
- Drinking Water: 3 liters/day per person
- Water for washing & cooking
- Non-perishable food (canned or dried)
- Can Opener
- Gas Grill to Cook On

**OTHER EMERGENCY ITEMS**
- Waterproof Matches
- Spare Batteries
- AM/FM Radio & Spare Batteries
- First Aid Kit and Essential Meds
- Toilet Paper and Garbage Bags for Emergency Toilet
- Particle/Dust Masks
- Pet Supplies
- Particle/Dust Masks
- Blankets or Sleeping Bags
- Wind/Snow/Rain-Proof Clothing
- Durable Footwear
- Sun Protection (Hats/Sunscreen)

**BABIES & SMALL CHILDREN**
- Food/Formula/Drink
- Diapers & Change of Clothing
- Favorite Toy/Activity

**OTHER SUPPLIES**
- Hearing Aids
- Glasses/Binoculars
- Mobility Aids
- Asthma and Respiratory Aids
- Perscribed Medications
- |
- |
- |
- |
- |

**12 MONTHS**

**THE AQUA POD KIT**
- KA350 Voyager Mini

**THE POCKET SOCKET**
- Propur Water Filtration System

**THYROSAFE**

**1 MO. FOOD SUPPLY**

**LIFE STRAW**

We’re always getting new survival items at INFOWARSSHOP.COM so make sure to check regularly for books, movies, flashlights, etc.

infowarsshop.com
“THE MORE INFORMATION YOU CAN PUT IN A PIECE, I FEEL IT MAKES IT MORE VISUALLY DYNAMIC. I LIKE ADDING DEPTH, TYPOGRAPHY AND DETAILED IMAGERY. THE MORE YOU CAN PACK IN A PIECE, THE MORE IT ALLOWS YOU TO TAKE YOUR TIME AND REALLY INVESTIGATE IT. FIND ALL THE TIDBITS OF MEANING AND INFORMATION.”
--ANTHONY FREDA ON 9/11 QUESTIONS UPDATES ON OPPOSITE PAGE
THE OIL MAFIA IS USING 9-11 TO IMPOSE A POLICE STATE

WARRENLESS SPYING
GRAPING CHILDREN
EXECUTION OF CITIZENS WITHOUT CHARGE OR TRIAL
INDEFINITE DETENTION

IMPOSSIBLE FLIGHT MANEUVERS - R. B. - EXPLAINS?

WE HAVE TO GIVE UP OUR FREEDOMS BECAUSE THEY HATE OUR FREEDOM!!!
I consider myself a visual information warrior. My work attempts to translate the ideas of great communicators like Alex Jones and Gerald Celente into images that are thought-provoking and compelling.

I also think it's important to temper my messages with humor, because the nexus where comedy and tragedy meet is where interesting things happen, and as Oscar Wilde said, "If you are going to tell people the truth, make them laugh, otherwise they will kill you."

I want to also thank the great artist and my partner in crime, Dan Zollinger, aka "Z". We are currently working on a graphic novel based on the RFK assassination titled "Made Men" due out 2013.

More of our work together (and separately) can be seen here:

www.anthonyfreda.com
http://the-art-of-z.tumblr.com/
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My art sort of takes on a life of its own. Fans would put it up on different sites and blogs. I’m always amazed where it shows up. I volunteer my art to different causes that I believe in. I’m just glad I feel like I’m working for the good guys. Getting messages of peace and freedom out there.

I had to do an assignment for the village voice. Did story called fakes on a plane. They mentioned Alex in the story, and I looked him up. I ended up listening to him all night long. For the first time, everything made sense to me. The world didn’t make sense before. This guy is speaking truth; there’s no agenda. They’re just trying to get to the heart of the matter. From that moment on I had a laser focus, and when I started doing my best work, I was really about laser focusing my energies into this area. I found out about Celente through Alex. Sent him and email, and he said they needed an illustrator and a weekly cartoon and all.

Dan Zollinger—he is my right hand man when it comes to getting jobs. I have a pretty high volume of work between commercial, personal and volunteer work. We have been working together for about 20 years—started working together in an art bull pen right out of art school in Manhattan. We kind of honed our craft there; it was like being in the trenches. We got out of that type of work to do something more profound.

I don’t mind hard work because I want to keep spreading the message, get the word out to as many people as I can. Combine them with articles and media to expand the ideas of peace, freedom and exposing corruption. I feel like I’m in a battle in the information war.

I don’t have an inflated image of myself, but it is true that an image is a 1,000 words. I try to stay true to that. An image is a very powerful thing, and I take it very seriously. Many of the images that are burned into our minds are political—Guernica by Picasso is a war painting. These iconic images can help move people to enlightenment.

I’m all about getting people to realize that if we keep repeating the same patterns we are never going to progress as a society. That’s why I like Alex. It’s not the same old predictable answers to these age old questions. If what you are doing isn’t working, you have to try something else. I think people agree with that, and they are tired of the same old lies.

Some people say my work is negative, but I am an optimist. You do however have to start with pointing out that there is a problem. I think we can do better. I agree with Robert F. Kennedy when he said to look at things that have not been and say why not. I believe saying that this is the best we can do is a cop out. I have more faith in humanity than that.

It’s frustrating sometimes when people don’t get my work but many are and that is growing. It’s encouraging and I’m going to keep fighting. The stakes are getting higher. In my conscious I know I’m with the good guys and in my heart that is what keeps me motivated.

IN WARRIOR.

AS OF GREAT COMMUNICATORS
IMAGES THAT ARE THOUGHT-
MESSAGES WITH HUMOR, BECAUSE
MEET IS WHERE INTERESTING
, “IF YOU ARE GOING TO TELL
WISE THEY WILL KILL YOU.”

www.prisonplanet.com
PACKED WITH 115 FRUITS AND VEGGIES.
great tangy tangerine taste     rich and healthy    whole food goodness    natural antioxidants    supports a healthy immune system    supports optimal health

drink more tangy, it's good for you.

www.infowarshealth.com

WE ARE BEING POISONED
FIND OUT HOW IN THIS GROUNDBREAKING DOCUMENTARY FILM

INFOWarsSHOP.COM
“AMERICA IS AT WAR AND DOESN’T EVEN KNOW IT.”

PLUNDERED
HOW PROGRESSIVE IDEOLOGY IS DESTROYING AMERICA

BUY AT INFOWARSSSHOP.COM

“Since his successful campaign to stop the U.S. Senate from ratifying the UN Biodiversity treaty, Dr. Michael Coffman has been America’s foremost authority on the dangers of Agenda 21 and the radical sustainability movement. In Plundered, Dr. Coffman explains how “progressive” politicians and tax-exempt NGOs have undermined the foundations of America’s law, liberty, economy, and culture. His book shows why America must change course before it is too late.”

Phyllis Schlafly
Eagle Forum

FakeTV
FakeTV gives the impression of “people home” which makes your home an unappealing target for a break in.

Toll Free: 1-877-532-5308
www.faketv.com

HEALTHY IN HOME DIY BACTIRICIDAL PROPERTIES
HASSLE FREE EFFICIENT EFFECTIVE
SAFE SET & FORGET FACT!
COLLOIDAL SILVER
KNOW YOUR FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
silverlungs.com

silverlungs generator

$34.95
The fiscal cliff is the result of the inability to close the federal budget deficit. The budget deficit cannot be closed because large numbers of U.S. middle class jobs and the GDP and tax base associated with them have been moved offshore, thus reducing federal revenues. The fiscal cliff cannot be closed because of the unfunded liabilities of eleven years of U.S.-initiated wars against a half dozen Muslim countries—wars that have benefited only the profits of the military/security complex and the territorial ambitions of Israel. The budget deficit cannot be closed, because economic policy is focused only on saving banks that wrongful financial deregulation allowed to speculate, to merge, and to become too big to fail, thus requiring public subsidies that vastly dwarf the totality of U.S. welfare spending. The hoax is the propaganda that the fiscal cliff can be avoided by reneging on promised Social Security and Medicare benefits that people have paid for with the payroll tax and by cutting back all aspects of the social safety net from food stamps to unemployment benefits to Medicaid, to housing subsidies. The right-wing has been trying to get rid of the social safety net ever since Franklin D. Roosevelt constructed it, out of fear or compassion or both, during the Great Depression.

Washington’s response to the fiscal cliff is austerity: spending cuts and tax increases. The Republicans say they will vote for the Democrats’ tax increases if the Democrats vote for the Republican’s assault on the social safety net. What bipartisan compromise means is a double-barreled dose of austerity. Ever since John Maynard Keynes, economists have understood that tax increases and spending cuts suppress, not stimulate, economic activity. This is especially the case in an economy such as the American one, which is driven by consumer spending. When spending declines, so does the economy. When the economy declines, the budget deficit rises.
This is especially the case when an economy is weak and already in decline. A declining economy means less sales, less employment, less tax revenues. This works against the effort to close the federal budget deficit with austerity measures. Instead of strengthening the economy, the austerity measures weaken it further. To cut unemployment benefits and food stamps when unemployment is high or rising would be to provoke social and political instability.

Some economists, such as Robert Barro at Harvard University, claim that stimulative measures, the opposite of austerity, don’t work, because consumers anticipate the higher taxes that will be needed to cover the budget deficit and, therefore, reduce their spending and increase their saving in order to be able to pay the anticipated higher taxes.

In other words, the Keynesian effort to stimulate spending causes consumers to reduce their spending. I don’t know of any empirical evidence for this claim.

Regardless, the situation on the ground at the present time is that for the majority of people, incomes are stretched to the limit and beyond. Many cannot pay their bills, their mortgages, their car payments, their student loans. They are drowning in debt, and there is nothing that they can cut back in order to save money with which to pay higher taxes.

Many commentators are complaining that Congress will refuse to face the difficult issues and kick the can down the road, leaving the fiscal cliff looming. This would probably be the best outcome. As the fiscal cliff is a result, not a cause, to focus on the fiscal cliff is to focus on the symptoms rather than the disease.

The U.S. economy has two serious diseases, and neither one is too much welfare spending.

One disease is the offshoring of U.S. middle class jobs, both manufacturing jobs and professional service jobs such as engineering, research, design, and information technology. Jobs that formerly were filled by U.S. university graduates, but which today are sent abroad or are filled by foreigners brought in on H-1B work visas at two-thirds of the salary.

The other disease is the deregulation, especially the financial deregulation, that caused the ongoing financial crisis and created banks too big to fail, which has prevented capitalism from working and closing down insolvent corporations.

The Federal Reserve’s policy is focused on saving the banks, not on saving the economy. The Federal Reserve is purchasing not only new Treasury bonds issued to finance the more than one trillion dollar annual federal deficit but also the banks’ underwater financial instruments, taking them off the banks’ books and putting them on the Federal Reserve’s books.

Normally, debt monetization of this amount results in rising inflation, but the money that the Federal Reserve is creating in its attempt to manage the public debt and the banks’ private debt is hung up in the banking system as excess reserves and is not finding its way into the economy. The banks are too busted to lend, and consumers are too indebted to borrow.

However, the debt monetization poses a second threat that is capable of biting the U.S. economy and consumer living standards very hard. Foreign central banks, foreign investors in U.S. stocks and financial instruments, and Americans themselves observing the Federal Reserve’s continuous monetization of U.S. debt cannot avoid concern about the dollar’s value as the supply of ever more dollars continues to pour out of the Federal Reserve.

Already there is evidence of central banks and individuals moving out of dollars into gold and silver bullion and into other currencies of countries that are not hemorrhaging debt and money. According to John Williams of Shadowstats.com, the U.S. dollar as a percentage of global holdings of reserve assets has declined from 36.6 percent in 2006 to 28.7 percent in 2012. Gold has increased from 10.5 to 12.8 percent and other foreign currencies except the euro increased from 38.4 to 44.4 percent.

Russia, China, Brazil, India, and South Africa intend to conduct trade among themselves in their own currencies without use of the dollar as reserve currency. The EU countries conduct their trade with one another in euros, and although not reported in the U.S. media, Asian countries are discussing a new common currency for trade among themselves.

The world is abandoning the use of the dollar to settle international accounts, and the demand for dollars is falling as the Federal Reserve increases the supply of dollars.

This means that the price of the dollar is threatened.

Concern over the dollar means concern over dollar-denominated financial instruments such as stocks and bonds. The Chinese hold some $2 trillion in U.S. financial instruments. The Japanese hold about $1 trillion in U.S. Treasuries. The Saudis and the oil emirates also hold large quantities of U.S. dollar financial instruments.

At some point the move away from the dollar also means a move away from U.S. financial instruments. The dumping of U.S. stocks and bonds would destabilize U.S. financial markets and wipe out the remainder of U.S. wealth.

As I have previously written, the Federal Reserve can create new money with which to purchase the dumped financial instruments, thus maintaining their prices. But the Federal Reserve cannot print gold or foreign currencies with which to buy up the dollars that foreigners are paid for their U.S. stocks and bonds. When the dollars in turn are dumped, the exchange value of the dollar will collapse, and US inflation will explode.

The onset of hyperinflation can be as sudden as the collapse of a currency’s exchange value.

The real crisis facing the U.S. is the impending collapse of the U.S. dollar’s foreign exchange value. The U.S. dollar’s value in relation to silver and gold has already collapsed. In the past ten years, gold’s price in U.S. dollars has increased from $250 per ounce to $1,750 per ounce, an increase of $1,500. Silver’s price as risen from $4 per ounce to $34 per ounce. These price rises are not due to a sudden scarcity of gold and silver, but to a flight from the dollar into the two forms of historical money that cannot be created with the printing press.

The price of oil has risen from $20 a barrel ten years ago to as high as $120 per barrel earlier this year and currently $90 a barrel. This price rise has come about despite a weak world economy and without any supply restrictions other than those caused by the attempted US occupation of Iraq, the Western assault on Libya, and the self-harming Western sanctions on Iran, impacts most likely offset by the Saudis, still Washington’s faithful puppet, a country that pumps out its precious life fluid in order to save the West from its own mistakes. The moronic neoconservatives wish to overthrow the Saudi Arabian government, but what more faithful servant has Washington ever had than the Saudi royal house?

What can be done? For a number of years I have pointed out that the problem is the loss of U.S. employment, consumer income, GDP, and tax base to offshoring. The solution is to reverse the outward flow of jobs and to bring them back to the U.S. This can be done, as Ralph Gomory has made clear, by taxing corporations outward flow of jobs and to bring them back to the U.S. This can be done, as Ralph Gomory has made clear, by taxing corporations to overthrow the Saudi Arabian government, but what more faithful servant has Washington ever had than the Saudi royal house?
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The Democrats are little different. No one in the White House and no more than one dozen members of the 535 member U.S. Congress represents the American people. This is the reason that despite obvious remedies nothing can be done. America is going to crash big time.

And the rest of the world will be thankful. America along with Israel is the world's most hated country. Don't expect any foreign bailouts of the failed “superpower.” These 2.3 million veterans have rights to various unfunded benefits including life-long health care. Already, according to ABC, 711,986 have used Veterans Administration health care between fiscal year 2002 and the third-quarter of fiscal year 2011.

The Republicans are determined to continue the gratuitous wars and to make the 99 percent pay for the neoconservatives’ Wars of Hegemony while protecting the 1 percent from tax increases.

The Democrats are little different.

No one in the White House and no more than one dozen members of the 535 member U.S. Congress represents the American people. This is the reason that despite obvious remedies nothing can be done. America is going to crash big time.

And the rest of the world will be thankful. America along with Israel is the world's most hated country. Don't expect any foreign bailouts of the failed “superpower.”

Paul Craig Roberts was Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Economic Policy, associate editor of the WSJ, renowned columnist for Business Week, Scripps Howard and Creators Syndicate and has had many university appointments. His articles are available on website www.PaulCraigRoberts.org.
“I WOULD RATHER BE EXPOSED TO THE INCONVENIENCES ATTENDING TOO MUCH LIBERTY THAN TO THOSE ATTENDING TOO SMALL A DEGREE OF IT.”

Thomas Jefferson
Comment to Archibald Stuart, Dec. 23, 1791
STAND UP FOR YOUR FREEDOM
In efforts to raise public awareness of the authorization of police, government and military drones over domestic skies, Infowars.com finished last year off with the first ever Drone Mob citizen protest and video contest event held at Zilker Park in Austin, Texas.

The event was hugely successful, drawing a crowd of more than 100 attendees from around the state of Texas, each of whom had the opportunity to pilot an unmanned aerial vehicle, similar to how an actual U.S. Air Force drone pilot in Nevada does, but without the innocent killings.

The event largely came about after Infowars reporter Jakari Jackson produced video reports exposing the subliminal pro-drone propaganda evident in video game company Activision's latest Call of Duty release, Black Ops II – whose deluxe edition comes complete with a real-life working drone – and also throughout the latest Judge Dredd movie released September 2012.

But this past fall, when Xbox 360 users were allowed to stream the final debate between President Obama and challenger Mitt Romney and were then polled through their console, Infowars reporter Melissa Melton picked up on a startling poll result: "When asked, 'Do you support more use of drone aircraft to attack suspected terrorists?,' 72 percent of respondents replied, 'Yes.'"

As more and more pro-drone propaganda continued being "flown" right at us, it became clear what we needed to do was raise public awareness. Once the date and location were chosen, a massive Twitter campaign ensued and the rest was history.

The event even received international attention. In an article titled, Americans in Texas Protest Spy Drones, Iran's Press TV news network dubbed the event, "the World's First Drone Mob drone protest."

The U.S. military employs drones and "surgical strikes" to target suspected terrorists in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Somalia, Iraq, Libya and Yemen on nearly a daily basis. A report last November by Stanford and New York universities found that since 2004 between 2,562 and 3,325 people had been killed in the drone campaign in Pakistan.

"The report said of those [fatalities], up to 881 were civilians, including 176 children. Only 41 people who had died had been confirmed as 'high-value' terrorist targets," reported the Daily Mail.

Unsurprisingly, drones have already made their way back home.

In December of 2011, it was reported that a North Dakota family farm was subject to a SWAT raid after a Predator B drone spotted six missing cows that had wandered onto their property. According to the LA Times, these people were the first U.S. citizens arrested "with help from a Predator."

In June 2012, Infowars also exposed the EPA's use of aerial drones to spy on cattle ranchers in Nebraska and Iowa in alleged efforts "to protect people and the environment from violations of the Clean Water Act."

One woman interviewed at the protest was shocked to learn how comprehensive drone surveillance capabilities are, as she was able to clearly see everything visually trans-
mitted to an iPad controller.

And as if spying on U.S. citizens wasn’t enough, several people have reportedly been able to hack drones, as one Austin, Texas resident demonstrated at the Drone Mob protest.

“Using a free, open source software he downloaded off the internet, [George] Bliss was able to demonstrate how easily anyone can disrupt the signal between drone operator and drone, effectively taking control.

“With a few keyboard clicks, Bliss was able to cut a drone’s WI-FI signal in seconds and take control of it multiple times,” reported Melissa Melton.

While our Drone Mob event primarily aimed to lightheartedly probe the drone issue, the flight of these invasive devices over American skies can effectively be protested.

In California, one Sheriff’s department was forced to suspend their purchase of surveillance drones after sustained public opposition from anti-drone activists and civil rights attorneys.

The Alameda County Sheriff’s office was on track to being the first law enforcement agency in the state to deploy a spy drone, asking supervisors to approve $31,646 in California Emergency Management Agency grant money to cover the cost. The drone would have been armed with surveillance cameras, but had the capability to be outfitted with thermal imaging devices, license plate readers and laser radar.

Vocal protests prompted the Alameda County Sheriff’s department and the County board supervisors to postpone their plan, possibly scrapping the idea altogether.

Drones violating citizens’ privacy is not the only concern. The prevailing trend in drone technology is moving toward arming the devices with grenade launchers, multiple shot 12 gauge shotguns, rubber bullets and electric shock devices, producing capable substitutes for law enforcement officers.

With recent drone legislation clearing the skies for an estimated 30,000 drones by 2020, it’s become crucially imperative that We the People ratchet up our protest and activism efforts and raise our voices in unison in objection of this flagrant danger to society and violation of privacy rights.
New solar powered backup provides instant electrical power in any outage or disaster. If you have ever wanted to have an emergency backup system that supplies continuous electrical power, this will be the most important message you will ever read. Here is why.

There is now a completely portable (and ultra-high efficient) solar power generator which produces up to 1800 watts of household electricity on demand when you need it most. News of this “solar backup generator” (it’s the first “off-the-grid” breakthrough in 50 years) is spreading like wildfire all across the country! Why?

The answer is easy. You see, this solar generator is extremely powerful and yet very simple to use. It produces continuous electricity and runs with absolutely no noise whatsoever. It emits no fumes. But the best part about the solar generator is that once you own one, you can...

Generate Free Electricity From The Sun!

Charged by the sun with a powerful solar panel, the unit then stores the power for your use when you need it. We all face natural disasters, with hurricanes, tornadoes, snow and ice storms cutting off electrical power to millions of Americans each year.

Then there are man-made disasters and outages. Blackouts and rolling brownouts are becoming common in many parts of the United States as our grid gets stretched beyond its capacity.

The truth is, we are extremely vulnerable to all kinds of meltdowns that can create temporary or even permanent electrical outages. That’s why if you are one of the few Americans that thinks ahead, you need to...

Have A Solar Powered Backup In Place!

When you compare a solar generator to a gas generator, the difference is pretty remarkable. Here’s why. First, gas generators make an incredible amount of racket… if you can even get them started in the first place. With a gas generator, you pull and pull some more, all because your generator has been sitting in the cold and the carburetor is playing hard to get. This, of course, is not a lot of fun in the dark. Another reason to avoid gas generators is that you just can’t safely run one in your house. But the number one reason you don’t want to be caught in a time of crisis with a gas generator is...

Gas Stations Can’t Pump Gas Without Electricity!

It’s true. When the power goes out, you’re left with whatever gas you have on hand because the gas station pumps all run on electricity. A few gallons stored in a gas can means a little electricity for a little while, then it’s quickly “back to black.”

Here’s the thing: I could go on and on about life without electricity and what a nightmare gas generators can be. But here’s the bottom line: Solutions From Science is now offering an amazing power generating system that can provide plenty of electrical power in the event of an outage or emergency. And the best part is that you can have the power safely in your house.

A True Breakthrough In Home Power Generation!

Let me try to explain the features and benefits of a solar generator as simply as possible. If I could bring one over to your house and let you start plugging in appliances, you would immediately understand what all the fuss is about. But I can’t do that. Anyway, here are some of the reasons I think you’ll want a solar generator:

#1. Maximum Power In Minimum Time.

The solar generator can be set up in just a few minutes. Then, all you have to do is start plugging things in. It can run both AC & DC appliances anywhere… anytime.

#2. Back Up Power When You Need It Most.

It’s called a “solar backup” because it’s designed to come to your rescue when power trouble starts and your lights go out. Run a small refrigerator (high efficient ones are best) to keep your food from going bad.

#3. Portable Power.

If the going ever gets too tough where you are and you decide to “get out of dodge,” you simply throw it in the car and take off to a safer destination.

#4. Generates Permanent Power.

The unit provides 1800 watts of electricity at peak power. That’s enough to run many appliances in your house. The generator is recharged constantly by the sun allowing you to use the system while charging it at the same time. Many users choose to keep appliances plugged in permanently to reduce electrical costs and help pay for the unit.

#5. Multiple Uses.

You can use your solar backup to run essential appliances when emergencies arise. You can recharge phones, run shortwave radios, televisions, lights, fire place or furnace fans, as well as computers and printers. Plus, if you need to work in the woods at the cabin or in a boat, you can use the solar backup to run power tools, trimmers, blowers and coffee makers.

#6. Plug And Play Means Instant Power.

The emergency backup system comes ready to go. Just start plugging in your favorite household essentials. By the way… the units go for about $1697.00 plus shipping and handling. But I’m going to show you a way around that. I have negotiated a very special offer for readers of InfoWars The Magazine.

Here’s the deal. You can use coupon code IW301 to get one for $200.00 off as a reader of InfoWars The Magazine. To do that, the absolute fastest way to get one is by going to the website at:

www.MySolarBackup.com

If you would like to order by phone, you can call toll-free by dialing 877-327-0365. Tell whoever answers that you want the “Solar Backup Generator” system rushed to you and you have a coupon because you are a reader of InfoWars The Magazine.

Or, if you prefer to pay by check or money order (payable to Solutions From Science), simply send your payment to:

Solutions From Science
Dept. Solar Backup IW301
2200 IL Route 84
P.O. Box 518
Thomson, IL 61285

I’m so convinced every American household needs a Solar Generator, that I’ve arranged for this special deal to get one to you at this dirt cheap price. (When you call, ask about their free shipping offer as well.)

Just hurry, call 877-327-0365

Sincerely,
Mike Walters

P.S. One more thing. It’s very important. Make sure you use coupon code IW301 to get all the discounts you have coming as a reader of InfoWars The Magazine.
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WILL CONGRESS “DRONE CAUCUS” PUSH FOR DHS DRONE OVERSIGHT?

written by MELISSA MELTON

The Congressional Unmanned Systems Caucus has a mission — “to educate members of Congress and the public on the strategic, tactical, and scientific value of unmanned systems; actively support further development and acquisition of more systems, and to more effectively engage the civilian aviation community on unmanned system use and safety.”

Apparently part of this mission is not only to push for expanded domestic drone use, but at least one of its members is leading the charge in supporting the idea that the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) should take control of drone oversight away from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) according to a recent investigation by Hearst Newspapers and the Center for Responsive Politics.

Though not widely reported on in the mainstream media, a recent New American interview noted just how influential the caucus is: “Caucus members are well placed to influence government spending and regulations.” Established three years ago, the 60-member House of Representatives “drone caucus” claims to be the drone “industry’s voice on Capitol Hill.”

This congressional “industry voice” has reportedly received a combined total of nearly $8 million dollars in drone-related special interest campaign contributions.

The House drone caucus has been deemed responsible for helping to ensure drone legislation — including new provisions in the FAA Modernization and Reform Act — passed without a hitch to speed up domestic drone use despite the fact that constitutional and privacy concerns abound.

Caucus member Rep. Michael McCaul (TX), who is also chairman of the House Homeland Security subcommittee, scolded DHS earlier this year for not taking a more active role in drone oversight. “I am concerned DHS is reverting back to a pre-9/11 mindset, which the 9/11 Commission described as a lack of imagination in identifying threats and protecting the homeland,” McCaul said at a subcommittee hearing back in May.

According to the National Journal, McCaul and others at that meeting appeared to support the position that DHS should oversee all domestic drones because the FAA is geared more toward safety and less toward national security risks, while the DHS is more familiar with drones and potential terrorist hijacking threats. This is even as broader nongovernment domestic drone use is coming to American skies by 2015, and the FAA has announced that drone operators currently have zero legal privacy obligations.

The claim that DHS — an organization already wielding unprecedented power — is more familiar with drones than the FAA might seem strange on the surface, but the notion could be argued considering the DHS just closed a $443 million-dollar deal to buy 14 additional predator drones, bringing their on-record fleet total to 24. These drones, which are the Pentagon's choice drones for air strikes it carries out in Afghanistan and Pakistan, are reportedly to be used by DHS to patrol the U.S. border with Mexico. DHS has also recently announced plans to conduct drone tests over the Fort Sill, Oklahoma Army base in the name of “public safety.”

As witnessed in hurricanes Katrina and Sandy, DHS has a terrible track record of keeping anyone safe. In fact, all the power grabs and mass bullet buys would suggest the agency is more interested in its own safety than We the People's.

The House drone caucus is no longer unique either; the Senate has followed suit and started its own drone caucus as well.

With drone technology advancing to everything from the Pentagon creating nano hummingbird surveillance drones to drones straight out of a science fiction movie that can “fly and spy indefinitely” paid for politicians cramming through legislation without proper consideration of our civil liberties could leave people at the mercy of the machines.

Infowars held the first ever drone mob event on Saturday, December 8, 2012 at Zilker Park, 2100 Barton Springs Road, in Austin, Texas.

Melissa Melton is a reporter for the Infowars Nightly News and a frequent contributing writer on Infowars.com. She holds a master's degree in criminology, and she is a passionate advocate for liberty and bringing the New World Order to justice.
DOCTOR RECOMMENDED TOOTHPASTE BLASTS KIDS WITH 500,000 PERCENT MORE IQ -CRUSHING FLUORIDE THAN FLUORIDATED AREAS

written by ANTHONY GUCCIARDI

Fluoride exposure at typical water fluoridation levels of around 1 PPM is known to decrease IQ across the board, but that's just the beginning. Leading medical heads like those at Harvard University have confirmed sodium fluoride exposure to be fueling cancer, atherosclerosis, and even oxidative stress. At the time of a groundbreaking study conducted in 1977, over 10,000 cancer deaths were the result of typical fluoride exposure.

Now just imagine the effects of fluoride exposure at levels 500,000 percent higher than public drinking water.

But who would implement such a thing? The ‘doctor recommended’ corporation known as Colgate-Palmolive, it turns out. With one of the most popular dentist-backed “extra fluoride” toothpaste brands by Colgate, you get a massive sodium fluoride blast of approximately 5,000 PPM — around a 500,000 percent increase from the average water fluoridation levels of 0.07 to 1 PPM.

Children are being given this toothpaste to ‘protect’ their teeth, and I even know someone personally who was given this toothpaste a couple of years ago by a dentist to “prevent fluoride deficiency.”

If that sounds absurd to you, that is because it is. One cannot be deficient in a toxic compound. It makes about as much sense as prescribing children lead capsules and lead-fortified toothpaste to prevent lead deficiency.

Nevertheless, some uninformed dentists have been pushing the sodium fluoride lie for years, even going as far as to recommend that patients take ineffective (even harmful) fluoride pills, eat fluoride chewing gum, and ingest fluoride drops to address these nonexistent deficiencies. A 2008 review in the Journal of the American Dental Association found that fluoride supplements resulted in no benefits and, ironically, dental fluorosis from exposure to high levels of fluoride. Belgium ceased fluoride supplement sales back in 2002 in response to the overwhelming evidence that many other governments (including the U.S.) is trying to hush.

TOP CANCER RESEARCHERS, HARVARD, EPA AGREE: FLUORIDE IS TOXIC

If you think it’s a conspiracy theory that fluoride is lowering your IQ and giving you cancer, then you may want to take it up with Harvard University, the Environmental Protection Agency, and a former head of the National Cancer Institute. In fact, you’ll even want to take it up with the United States government, which actually claimed it would be lowering fluoride levels following the 23 or so studies that have linked fluoride to decreased IQ and neurological development.

Published in a federal government journal known as Environmental Health Perspectives, a recent Harvard University study was the 24th (and arguably one of the strongest) to highlight a serious relationship between fluoride levels and a host of neurotoxic effects. From IQ reduction to hampered brain development, the research is clear. As both Harvard’s press release and official study state:

“The children in high fluoride areas had significantly lower IQ than those who lived in low fluoride areas.”

They also detailed how fluoride attacks developing babies and may permanently damage growing brains: “Fluoride readily crosses the placenta. Fluoride exposure to the developing brain, which is much more susceptible to injury caused by toxicants than is the mature brain, may possibly lead to damage of a permanent nature.”

Similar quotes can even be found from government agencies such as the EPA. You’ve never heard about it on the mainstream media, where GMO and fluoride are kings, but the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has actually classified sodium fluoride as a substance with “substantial evidence of neurotoxicity.” And rightfully so: sodium fluoride is actually more toxic than lead.

Ultimately it was Dr. Dean Burk—head scientist at the National Cancer Institute, author of over 250 scientific articles, and the recipient of multiple prestigious awards—who first spoke out against fluoride and its effects back in 1977. At that time, Burk said that fluoride had caused around 10,000 deaths. Later, in an interview, he went on to mention how fluoride is tied to far more. The National Cancer Institute failed to publish Burk’s work until 1989, despite the fact his findings were built on solid science and concerned public health at large.

According to Burk, at just 1 PPM, fluoride led to a 25 percent increase in tumor growth rate, the cultivation of cancer cells, and of course, IQ reduction. In Burk’s research animals given fluoride also experienced:

• AN INCREASE IN TUMOR GROWTH
• A RARE FORM OF BONE CANCER
• AN INCREASE IN THYROID CELL TUMORS
• A RARE FORM OF LIVER CANCER

At just 1 PPM in the water, sodium fluoride and the toxic slew of chemicals that have been branched under the label of water fluoridation pose a serious threat. Just imagine the damage of 5,000 PPM.
The fact that licensed doctors and dentists—paid professionals entrusted with the health of countless citizens—are recommending this ‘fluoride enhanced’ toothpaste is sheer insanity and little less than despicable.

**DETOX FLUORIDE, USE VITAMIN D FOR DENTAL HEALTH**

There are less dangerous and even cheaper ways to ensure dental health than relying on sodium fluoride. Rather than buying fluoride supplements, opt for vitamin D3 supplements. Better yet, take a long walk in the sunlight without sunscreen for a few minutes to get your daily dose; only rely on the supplements when sunlight isn’t accessible to your region or climate. Vitamin D—found aplenty in the year’s warmer months for free—has been documented since the Civil War era as being beneficial to dental health.

What has fluoride done by comparison to merit its abundance in our water supply and even conventionally grown food? Not much, according to a bountiful amount of research revealing sodium fluoride to be ineffective at preventing cavities.

There are several ways to detoxify your body of fluoride over time, including safe liver cleanses, nascent iodine, consumption of tamarind, and selenium supplementation. Remember that fluoride is a toxic substance and has no place in your body or on your teeth.

Anthony Gucciardi is a health researcher and journalist, featured on many media outlets. He’s also created www.NaturalSociety.com, a natural health website.
FLUORIDE kills

fluoride side effects

cancer • brain damage in unborn fetus • bone weakness • dental fluorosis • joint problems • damages stomach
low estrogen & testosterone levels • skeletal fluorosis • osteoarthritis & accelerates osteoporosis • lowers I.Q.
memory loss • lack of motivation • apathy & passivity • inhibits melatonin production • impairs immune system
attacks your pineal gland • kidney stones & kidney failure • interferes with white blood cell production • infertility
lowers sex drive • makes you dumb • sedative • accelerates the aging process • attacks thyroid • DNA damage
autism • attacks hypothalamus • shortens lifespan • promotes mental disturbances • receding gums • alzheimer's
makes you docile & obese • affects heart circulation

know what's in your water. educate yourself.

THE GREAT CULLING
A documentary film that exposes heavy metal toxicity and its direct relationship with the current rise in neurological disorders that we are witnessing today.

THE CASE AGAINST FLUORIDE
How hazardous waste ended up in our drinking water and the bad science and powerful politics that keep it there.

THERE IS POISON IN THE TAP WATER
The majority of Americans believe the government lie that drinking fluoride is good for them without even questioning it. Wake them up with this informative blue t-shirt.

CLEARLY FILTERED
Your health should be your #1 priority and since water makes up almost 75% of our bodies we should be concerned about what's in our water. With Clearly Filtered you don't have to worry, you can trust that it's safe to drink every time. Designed to remove common tap water contaminants such as fluoride and chlorine.
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NEW ALEX JONES FILM!

GET THE NEWEST ADDITION TO THE ALEX JONES FILMS COLLECTION TODAY AT INFOWARSSHOP.COM

Alex Jones presents a full length documentary/presentation with renowned preparedness expert Joel Skousen.
Nearly every day, the mainstream media dispenses articles that reinforce the idea that humans are infesting the earth, overpopulating it like parasites and sucking it dry of resources. The magic number — 7 billion — is splashed all over the news like an accusation and a curse, as if the mere estimation this many people are now living on the planet is an automatic death sentence for the world and everything on it.

In the Discovery News article “Zero Population Growth = Healthier Planet?,” Tim Wall wrote, “A stable number of humans on the planet doesn’t necessarily mean less impact on the environment. But it helps.” Climate change author Mary Ellen Harte and Policy Coordinator for Stanford’s Center for Conservation Biology Anne Erhlich posed, “The world’s biggest problem?” and answered, “too many people,” in the LA Times. Reuters’ Nina Chestney recently reported that 100 million people will die by 2030 due to anthropogenic climate change wreaking havoc on the planet, a strange statement considering that carbon emissions are dropping all over the world – with U.S. carbon emissions at a 20-year low. Time Magazine published a cover article titled “How to Die,” as if death is trendy.

One Washington Post reader even wrote, “Living within our global means will require a radical drop in the earth’s population, starting now,” in an op-ed piece that the organization saw fit to publish.

These propaganda pieces never admit to it, but their point is not to educate people on the environment and population growth. Their real design is to program us to accept population control.

The real meaning behind it all? **Eugenics.**
Dropping Birth Rates*

The mainstream media likes to toss around broad, vague concepts about how the world is overpopulated to the total detriment of the environment, as if it is an accepted, incontrovertible fact.

Are we in dire straits? Is the planet becoming so overburdened by the burgeoning human population that it’s about to plummet out of space? No. Not even close. In fact, when the actual data is crunched, the only thing dropping, and fast, are human birth rates. Many countries have zero or even negative population growth, with birth rates well below national replacement rates — the degree to which a population replaces itself.

As it stands, the Western European countries of Germany, Holland, Belgium, Spain, Italy and Sweden have total fertility rates below their replacement rates. Denmark saw 4,400 fewer children born in 2011 than in 2010, with 2012 projections on track for the nation to have its lowest birth rate on record since 1988. Canada’s birth rate fell to 10.5 per 1,000 people in 2002, the lowest it had been since 1921. New figures in 2011 showed it had dipped even further to 10.28 per 1,000. Australia’s birth rate decline over the past two decades is so worrisome to its government that “extensive changes” to taxes and benefits have been introduced to assist families and encourage growth.

China, a nation typically (but incorrectly) believed to be experiencing a continuous population boom comparable to rabbits, has seen its birth rates decline from 16.12 per 1,000 people in 2000 to 12.31 in 2012. Mexico’s population explosion is now a myth similar to China’s; in 2010, The Economist declared the country’s birth rate to be in “free fall.” Russia’s 2012 birth rate of 10.94 per 1,000 people was lower than its death rate at 16.03 per 1,000 people, the second highest death rate of any country in the world.

In 2009, the World Health Organization (WHO) declared South Korea to have the world’s lowest birth rate for the second year in a row; North Korea’s birth rates were also in steep decline, from 20.43 per 1,000 people in 2000 to 14.51 per 1,000 people in 2012. Japan’s government is now estimating that if birth rates in the country continue to decline on the same trend as seen in the past few decades, the nation’s population will shrink 30 percent by 2060.

Morocco, Syria and Saudi Arabia’s fertility rates have all declined nearly 60 percent overall as well. Singapore’s birth rates dropped so low in 2012, 1.2 per 1,000 people, that Singapore’s Prime Minister released a report to combat the “serious” issue titled “Our Population, Our Future.”

While birth rates for both sexes are dropping in India, baby girl births are showing a much sharper decline than baby boys. Poland’s population data shows it officially has one of the lowest birth rates in the world as well.

Even in America, birth rates have fallen to the lowest levels since the Great Depression, with the 2011 fertility rate being the lowest reported in all of U.S. history.

The highest birth rates in 2012 were reported in the African nations of Niger and Uganda, but these two countries also have some of the lowest overall life expectancy rates at 54 and 53 years respectively, whereas life expectancy in the U.S. or U.K. is nearly 30 years higher on average.

According to a population growth study conducted by University of Minnesota Ecology Professor Clarence Lehman, “Human population growth has turned ‘a very sharp corner’ and is now slowing, on its way to leveling off in the next century.”

Rising Disease Rates

While birth and fertility rates are dropping en masse, other figures are rising just as quickly. WHO has estimated that Alzheimer’s and other debilitating ailments effect 24.3 million people and are on the rise in developing countries; WHO has announced this number is now expected to double every 20 years. Childhood Leukemia and brain cancers are on the rise as well, with figures increasing about one percent every year for each of the last 20. Autoimmune diseases are rocketing off the charts. Celiac disease — an autoimmune disorder that causes the body to attack the small intestine, the organ which has the primary function of nutrient absorption — now afflicts five times as many Americans than it did in the 1950s. According to the American Diabetes Association, the incidence of type 1 diabetes in American youth increased 23 percent just between 2001 and 2009. The Centers for Disease Control reported in a 2012 study that autism now afflicts one in every 68 children.

“It clearly suggests that environmental factors are at play due to the significant increase in these diseases,” explained Virginia Ladd, President and Executive Director of the American Autoimmune Related Diseases Association. “Genes do not change in such a short period of time.”

Are We Killing the Environment or Is It Killing Us?

What environmental factors could be making people so abundantly ill? Could it be the vaccines laced with heavy metals and formaldehyde? Isn’t it ironic that public service announcements constantly tell us smoking is bad because cigarettes contain formaldehyde and formaldehyde causes cancer, something even the Environmental Protection Agency warns us about, but shooing a baby up with formaldehyde in a vaccine is considered perfectly acceptable? Administering a 2-month-old one shot for diphtheria, tetanus, acellular pertussis and hepatitis B and another shot for polio would mean shooting 200 micrograms of formaldehyde straight into the infant’s bloodstream; that’s just one set of two vaccines. The average American child is set to receive 36 inoculations by the time he or she is 5 years old.

Perhaps it is the genetically modified organisms (GMOs) which have been shown in studies (the ones not funded by Monsanto) to cause everything from infertility and liver
means pharmaceuticals kill more Americans Alzheimer’s causing over 106,000 deaths in the U.S. each year. This medications kill nearly 300 people every single day — conservatively, the adverse reactions of FDA-approved The American Medical Association (AMA) admits that, mated 300 percent more people than illegal drugs.

carried out by various groups in the body. The chemical has been tied to fluorosis in bones would be even more harmful to soft tissues like our organs.

The water in Nazi concentration camps was purposefully fluoridated, and it’s not likely Adolf Hitler was worried about inmate dental health. Rather, the goal was to make the prisoners docile and unwilling to fight back against their captors. What’s even more twisted? If Americans want artificial fluoride removed from our public water sources, we actually have to fight our city councils in many cases to prove a chemical that causes fluorosis in bones would be even more harmful to soft tissue than our organs.

Perhaps it’s all the pharmaceuticals people are taking. In the U.S. alone, prescription medications kill an estimated 300 percent more people than illegal drugs. The American Medical Association (AMA) admits that, conservatively, the adverse reactions of FDA-approved medications kill nearly 300 people every single day — causing over 106,000 deaths in the U.S. each year. This means pharmaceuticals kill more Americans Alzheimer’s disease, diabetes, Parkinson’s disease, kidney disease, liver disease, most cancers, traffic accidents or violence. And that’s just here in the United States.

This depopulation agenda is foisted on people through the “green” movement, something created to make people feel all warm and squishy inside because they’re doing something “good” for the environment; the flip side of that coin is the elites’ ultimate agenda for mass death under the guise of saving the earth.

The data shows the earth’s population is set to level off, then go back down. When they can’t argue with the data, the eugenicists at the helm will simply state something as if they know it’s absolute fact, as former NASA climatologist Dr. DeWayne Cecill did in a recent radio interview. “Earth can only sustain a half-billion people in a ‘Western’ consumption-oriented lifestyle,” he announced. As writer Jurriaan Maessen points out, both ecologists and demographers have declared 500 million people to be “optimum population size.” Optimum for whom? According to the Population Research Institute (PRI), the myth of overpopulation has been brought up again and again over the past few centuries to scare people into accepting a eugenics agenda. Multiple sources from PRI to National Geographic’s Robert Kunzig claim that, when the math is done properly, every family on the planet could have a house with a yard and reside in a land mass the size of Texas. The state is just under 269,000 square miles of the entire earth’s 57.5 million square miles of land.

University of California’s Walter Schmitt estimated that our planet could comfortably hold 30 billion people without issue. Perhaps Texas would not readily have the resources to support 7 billion people if everyone on Earth moved there today, but that is not the point. The point is that it could be done.

British Scholar Thomas Malthus (1766-1838) is credited with the original theory of population “growth,” which was actually just a double-speak argument for population control. Malthus believed that population increases would eventually lead to mass starvation and poverty, thus he felt the lower classes (and only the lower classes) should have their family sizes officially regulated. Charles Darwin admitted in his autobiography that his theory of natural selection was based in part on Malthus’ work.

Fast forward to today, when we have wealthy, powerful eugenicists with enough money to affect global change, such as former Vice President Al Gore claiming population stabilization is the only way to combat global warming; Bill Gates lecturing on how we could save ten teachers’ jobs if we cut off end-of-life care for grandma; and CNN-founder Ted Turner (who has five children of his own) talking about how everyone else should be forced to adhere to a one-child policy for 100 years to reduce the world population to 2 billion people.

Gore is once again pushing global warming carbon tax initiatives, the very initiatives he stands to personally rake in billions from should they pass. While he flies around in private jets and spends $30,000 a year in utility bills for his 20-room mansion, Gore basically wants to tax everyone else for breathing. The “charitable” Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation has a mission to “vaccinate the planet” — vaccinations that Bill Gates admitted in a TED presentation will reduce the world’s population by 15 percent. Gates’ valiant mission recently left nearly 48,000 children paralyzed in India. In a recent prime time appearance, Turner stated that he thinks it’s a “good” thing more of our troops are dying of suicide than in combat. In the clip, it sounds as though Turner starts to say “terrific” before correcting himself to just “good.” Notice these elites are all openly advocating population reduction, but not one of them has personally volunteered to go first.

Al Gore, Bill Gates, Ted Turner and many other elitists like them are using their power, wealth and influence to play God, but they are not gods; they are mere men who, because of their status, seem to believe themselves to be above the rest of us. They seem to think they alone can make decisions on who is worthy to live and who deserves to die. The eugenicists agenda lives on, and the flip side of that coin is the elites’ ultimate agenda for mass death under the guise of saving the earth. Every day we are being poisoned, robbed and lied to on a massive scale. Overpopulation isn’t just a myth; it’s a massive scam. We have to wake people up from this deadly nightmare, before it is too late.

sick of this?
A simple, safe solution when emergencies strike, the AquaPodKit allows you to store up to 65 gallons of fresh water using an ordinary household bathtub. AquaPodKit is the easy way to store temporary water when the need arises. As everyone learned in recent hurricane disasters, municipal fresh water service is not absolutely assured. Don't be without it. Next time, don't rush to the store in hopes of buying bottled water. Buy an AquaPodKit now—and relax knowing that you're prepared for the next time.

Conventional water storage units are clunky and hard to store when not being used. The Aquapod Kit was designed to fit just about anywhere.

**MAX CAPACITY OF AQUAPOD = 65 GAL = 416 (20 oz) WATER BOTTLES**
HEIGHTEN YOUR AWARENESS INCREASE YOUR KNOWLEDGE DISCOVER THE TRUTH WITH THESE NEWEST ARRIVALS

**Plundered**
Progressive ideology in both political parties has taken over public education, the mainstream media and America’s political institutions during the past 100 years.

**Nuclear Roulette**
Nuclear power is not clean, cheap, or safe and this book proves it.

**The Fix is In**
A shocking and full-sourced saga of the corruption that has infected the storied histories of professional sports.

**Let’s Play Doctor**
The book that "Orthodox" doctors couldn’t kill.

**Clouded Titles**
...Who really owns your home?

**Bohemian Grove**
How hazardous waste ended up in our drinking water and the bad science and powerful politics that keep it there.
A nation can survive its fools, and even the ambitious. But it cannot survive treason from within. An enemy at the gates is less formidable, for he is known and he carries his banners openly against the city. But the traitor moves among those within the gates freely, his sly whispers rustling through all the alleys, heard in the very halls of government itself. For the traitor appears no traitor; he speaks in the accents familiar to his victims, and he wears their face and their garments, and he appeals to the baseness that lies deep in the hearts of all men. He rots the soul of a nation; he works secretly and unknown in the night to undermine the pillars of a city; he infects the body politic so that it can no longer resist. A murderer is less to be feared. The traitor is the carrier of the plague.

Marcus Tillius Cicero

Orator and Statesman Addressing the Roman Senate, 42 B.C.
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5. 47 rev. rifles?  
8. Precedes lazuli or exillis  
13. McCain’s “You betcha!” running mate  
14. Twisted bread grain?  
15. Home in home state of 13-Across  
16. Start of an Alex Jones quote  
18. Hanged, ___, and quartered  
19. 45 seconds of rebuttal in an election debate?  
20. Pro-gun “Godfather of Gangsta Rap”  
21. Egyptian king  
22. Second part of 16-Across  
26. All-seeing Illuminati symbol  
27. Greed, e.g.  
29. “…Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.”  
30. Black __ voting org  
31. Isn’t that just an illusion?  
33. Third part of 16-Across (fol. “Christmas”)  
36. What the animal in 34-Across might say about a 42-Down?  
38. Fourth part of 16-Across (fol. “to be”)  
41. World president of the State of Israel Bonds in 1981  
44. It might grope you at the aprt.  
45. Follows Feb.  
46. “(T)hat Cain rose up against Abel his brother, and…” (Gen. 4:8)  
48. It shocks Dr. Breeding?  
49. Fifth part of 16-Across (fol. “on the”)  
50. 2012 fb flop  
51. It’s worst at its minimum  
52. Flip-flopping sib?  
53. Infowars article: Secrets of Secession? What The NWO ___!  
54. 2012 fb flop  
55. It’s worst at its minimum  
56. Primordial god, Parmenides says  
57. Petraeus’s past CIA position  
58. “Prof. Plum, in the Kitchen, with the rope” board game  
59. Copycats  
60. Satan-speak in the Garden of Eden?  

DOWN

1. FEMA detainment centers throughout the nation?  
2. Of Parmenides’s thought that “All is One”  
3. Jones has a ton of this on the New World Order  
4. Clarence’s adversary  
5. Yogi  
6. Follows blitz  
7. Past indigenous tribe of present-day Texas  
8. It can be blown off of or put on it  
9. Precedes culture  
10. Sugar pill  
11. What everyone likes to hear the Internal Revenue Service say  
12. Jesus doctrine?  
13. Chicken Alfredo food in Infowars 2-week food supply  
23. Someone might put their own in their mouth  
24. Emotion Jones feels about eugenics  
25. Precedes king kettle  
28. Why you might not be able to watch 66-Across

32. Its first verse is “Hear O Israel, the Lord is our God, the Lord is One”  
33. What Obama awarded Huerta  
34. Hazardous Air Pollutant: abbr.  
35. ___ the question and ___ to differ  
37. Round Asian tent  
38. He said that terrorists can’t take away what makes us Americans, only Ashcroft can  
39. William Bradford, John Carver, or Francis Cooke, e.g.  
40. Turned off to make a knockout rodent?  
42. 61-Across supporter  
43. Republishes an article on infowars.com  
47. Pink Floyd’s Waiting for the ___  
49. Impervious  
51. Violent responses to new tax hikes in Greece  
52. Flip-flopping sib?  
53. Infowars article: Secrets of Secession? What The NWO ___!
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Are you prepared?
Recently the financial times and others have reported the Federal Reserve is planning on flooding the market with more greenbacks further devaluing the currency.

Economics note that QE3 is a hidden tax by devaluing your purchasing power. It is a tax against the poor and the middle class.

Gold has been a hedge against inflation for six thousand years. Midas Resources is the trusted name with incredible deals. Allows 1% above cost and a wide range of other coins, both bullion and numismatic.